CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

John Persaud, CEO

B: (416) 201-0109 • C: (416) 239 2863 • sales@superbilt.com • www.superbilt.com
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Grieving dad: ‘T&T is in trouble’
Murders pass horrific 500 total & climbing

Yvette Rambaran, the mother of two murdered sons is inconsolable as husband,
Dalsingh, tries to comfort her following the shooting of her children at the
Tunapuna Cemetery in Trinidad on October 29. Trinidad Guardian photo

Port-of-Spain – The murder toll in Trinidad
and Tobago surged to more than 500 dead last
weekend, with the killings continuing unabated
this week right after such a horrific total had
been reached.
The surging homicides prompted the father
of two of the latest victims to declare that
Trinidad and Tobago was in trouble, and that
he wished he could take his family abroad.
The comparative figures for homicides for
the same period last year stood at 345 victims.
The record number of murders for Trinidad
and Tobago stands at 550, which occurred in
2008. The second higher total was recorded in
2019 with 539 deaths.
The 500-plus total so far for 2022 came
in the wake of two brothers killed while at
the Tunapuna Cemetery in east Trinidad on
Saturday.
According to the police report, the brothers,
18-year-old Nirmal Rambaran, and 28-yearold Elvis Hernandez, along with a friend, were
at the cemetery to clean graves in preparation

for the observance of All Saints Day, which
took place on Monday.
While at the cemetery the three men were
confronted by a group of armed gunmen who
shot and killed Rambaran and Hernandez. The
friend received gunshot wounds to a foot, and
remains hospitalised.
Father of the murder victims, Dalsingh
Rambaran, said when he received the news he
thought his sons were injured and still alive.
Said the elder Rambaran: “I thought they
were shot in the leg, but I didn’t know they
were dead. They had an argument with some
fellows, but I don’t know where they are from.
After the argument, the fellows returned in a
car and jumped out. Three were shot, and one
is in the hospital. One is a market vendor who
took a day to clean the cemetery. The next son,
Elvis, came to lime with his brother. None of
my sons gave any trouble.”
A distraught Rambaran added, “This country is in trouble. I wish my family and I could
See Page 19: Trend analysis

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.
It was glorious weather in New York for
the celebration of Diwali last month,
when thousands of devotees gathered
on Liberty Avenue & Lefferts Boulevard
in Little Guyana (photo above). They
were not disappointed, writes our NY
columnist, Dhanpaul Narine, & were
treated to a five-hour display of songs,
speeches, skits, & dances. Meanwhile,
Diwali celebrations in Trinidad &
Tobago saw the return of the festive
Divali Nagar in central Trinidad, which
saw celebratory tassa drumming,
majestically coordinated dancing, &
performances of religious music on the
national instrument, the steelpan (photo
at right). See stories on Pages 14 & 15
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Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

Vishnu Mandir & Global Care Outreach have
extended their sincere gratitude for a successful
TCS Toronto Waterfront Marathon to participants,
donors, & volunteers; the event was aimed at
increasing physical activity, & raising funds for the
Guyana Dialysis & Eye Centre in Guyana. In photo,
Dr Ravi Doobay (right) & wife Rani are in stride
during the October 16 event. See story on Page 10

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, BMO,
Canada, Empire, Equitable, Foresters,
Industrial Alliance, Manulife, RBC.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
Tel: 416.414.2204

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701

Advance Selling System
House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$699,900

FOR LEASE: $2,800

Sun-drenched Suite

Can‘t Beat This!

Spacious 2 level suite in south Etobicoke. Features
a modern open-concept style with tall glass
windows. This suite is nicely updated with a marble
fireplace, decorated ceiling with crown molding,
large open balcony, and a private patio off the
principal bedroom.

Quality building backing onto lush Etobicoke creek
w/updates to hallways & common areas. Amenities
include 24/7 concierge, gym, indoor pool, tennis
court & more! Stunning floor-to-ceiling southeast
view. Spacious suite with a sprawling living room.
Ideal for a small family. All utilities included.

$329,900

$859,900

Investor’s Dream

It‘s A Masterpiece!

Lovely home w/double car garage & internal
access to w/o basement apt (easy to retrofit).
Features 3 bdrms, main floor den on upper level, &
many more. Home is nicely updated with modern
front door, potlights, Lorex security cameras,
motion-sensor outside lighting & new deck.

$719,700
Prime Location!
Impressive townhome located in a small fenced
area with visitor parking. This home has been
recently renovated with LED lights, sparkling
laminate floors, new rails with cast iron spindles,
an updated kitchen & a finished basement. The
rear yard is fenced for your personal use. Recently
painted and professionally cleaned. Move-in ready!

O
LD

Come see this lovely unit with a view! Features an
upgraded washroom, large open balcony, spacious
kitchen, open concept living and dining room, and
ensuite laundry! Close to amenities, transit lines,
and schools!
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$850,000
Legal Duplex!

Fully legal dup. on lge lot & tall trees. Prop. is 2
self-contained units w/ 2 furn., 2 h-water tanks,
2 laund., 2 meters, 2 elec. panels, 2 sep. grges,
& parking for 6 veh. Upper unit has tall ceilings,
lge winds., 4 bdrms, & 2 baths. 2nd unit selfcontained with 3 bdrms, wshrm & extra-lge winds.
Live in 1, rent other: other guy pays the mortgage!

$849,900

LEASED: $2,800
Newly Renovated!

Freshly painted & looking for family for surprisingly
spacious home. Features just-put-in laminate,
bright LED pot lights, overly spacious backyard,
large driveway. Fin. basement with room for office,
playrm, bdrm, etc. Family-oriented neighbourhood,
close to schools, transit, & many amenities.
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Ideal Space!
Located on quiet street in one of Rexdale’s most
mature neighbourhoods. Clean, well-main. home
with lge, bright winds. & cathedral ceiling. Lovely
open-cncpt design complemented w/ oversized
carport, lge private foyer, patio, & mature fruit
trees. Oversized crawl space ideal for storage!
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DENTISTRY
DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

As we observe Remembrance Day on November 11, it is noteworthy that the Carpenters’ Union Local 27
continues with its support for Canadian veterans through the Helmets to Hardhats (H2H) programme,
and its ongoing Renos for Heroes effort that aids veterans with construction projects. H2H is a national
program that provides men and women in the Canadian Armed Forces with training and apprenticeship
opportunities in the construction and building trades industries. Pictured above are members who were
deployed, & who now work with trades through H2H. The photos below show Carpenters’ Union Local 27
members & the Members Action Commitee working together as a team during a Renos for Heroes Demo
Day that saw them tearing down an old deck, & building a brand new one for a member in the veteran
community. Click here for more information about the Carpenters’ Union Local 27.

Ontario govt takes action on housing crisis
Toronto – The Ontario government last week introduced the
More Homes Built Faster Act to advance the province’s plan to
address the housing crisis by building 1.5 million homes over
the next ten years.
The proposals in the More Homes Built Faster Act would, if
passed, ensure that cities, towns and rural communities grow
with a mix of ownership and rental housing types that meet the
needs of all Ontarians, from single family homes to townhomes
and mid-rise apartments.
“For too many Ontarians, including young people, newcomers, and seniors, finding the right home is still too challenging.
This is not just a big-city crisis: the housing supply shortage
affects all Ontarians, including rural, urban and suburban,
north and south, young and old,” said Steve Clark, Minister of
Municipal Affairs and Housing.
Clark added, “Our Housing Supply Action Plan is creating a
strong foundation on which 1.5 million homes can be built over
the next ten years. Our government is following through on our
commitment to Ontarians by cutting delays and red tape to get
more homes built faster.”
The plan puts in place a number of actions to support the
development of “gentle density” – housing like triplexes or garden suites – that bridge the gap between single family homes

and high-rise apartments.
For example, it would remove exclusionary zoning, which
allows for only one single detached home per lot. Instead,
it would allow property owners to build three units without
lengthy approvals and development charges.
The plan contains around 50 actions, and addresses the
housing crisis by reducing government fees, and fixing developmental approval delays that slow down housing construction
and increase costs.
Among the actions in the plan are creating a new attainable
housing program to drive the development of housing. Sites
across all regions of Ontario will be considered, including those
in the north, central, east, and southwest regions.
Also, another action increases the Non-Resident Speculation
Tax rate from 20 percent to 25 percent to deter non-resident
investors from speculating on the province’s housing market,
and help make home ownership more attainable for Ontario
residents.
And other actions include freezing and reducing government
charges to spur new home construction and reduce the costs
of housing; and building more density near transit, unlocking
innovative approaches to design and construction, and removing red tape to get shovels in the ground faster.

All Fours Leagues games started two weeks ago, with both Ontario leagues now meeting for play on Sundays.
There are two leagues in Ontario, the Metro All Fours League, which is celebrating its 30th anniversary this
year; and there is the Brampton All Fours League, which started over ten years ago. Last weekend the Metro
group met to play at the Timheri Restaurant at McCowan & Sheppard Avenue East. Sunday sessions are
now underway, & will culminate during the second week of May, 2023. Both leagues are now expanding its
membership, & interested players can contact Russell at 416-428-6894 for more information. In photos above,
Metro All Fours League members are all poker-faced while in the heat of play. Photos by Russell Lutchman
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VEDIC BOOKS
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Remembrance Day in Brampton
Brampton – The City of Brampton will
honour Remembrance Day 2022 with a parade
and service alongside Royal Canadian Legion
Branches 15 and 609. In addition, there will be
a number of events scheduled to honour those
who made the ultimate sacrifice.
Poppy Campaign Launch and Flag
Raising: The Royal Canadian Legion Poppy
Campaign is now underway
until November 11. Funds
raised from the campaign
directly support Canada’s
serving and retired veterans and their families, while
helping to ensure Canadians
never forget the tremendous
efforts of those who serve.
“On behalf of the City
of Brampton, we thank all
veterans that have served
and those that continue to
serve our country. I encourage everyone to purchase a
Patrick
poppy this year and join us
on November 11, when the City will honour
our Veterans of War and those who made the
ultimate sacrifice. Lest we forget,” said Patrick
Brown, Mayor, City of Brampton.
Said Paul Morrison, Interim Chief
Administrative Officer for the City of
Brampton: “The City of Brampton and Royal
Canadian Legion Branches 15 and 609 will
be holding a number of events this November
where residents can attend in-person to honour our veterans. The Poppy Campaign begins
October 28, and we hope everyone will purchase a poppy.”
To mark the start of the Poppy campaign, a
flag raising took place at Brampton City Hall
in Ken Whillans Square on October 28. For
more information on the Poppy Campaign,
contact the Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 15

at 905.451.9569 or Branch 609 at 905.453.1488,
or visit the Royal Canadian Legion’s website.
Parade and Service of Remembrance: this
takes place on November 6, with the service
starting at 10:50 am at Chinguacousy Park in
Memorial Plaza.
Following the service, the parade will march
onto Central Park Drive South to West on
Queen Street. The parade
will end and a reception will
begin at Royal Canadian
Legion Branch 609.
A Candlelight Service will
also take place on November
6 at 7:30 pm at the Veteran
Statue, Gage Park. Also, a
Sunrise Service will be held
on November 11 at 7:55 am
at the Meadowvale Cemetery
Main Chapel.
The Remembrance Day
Parade and Service will take
place on November 11, 10:30
Brown
am at the Memorial Square
Cenotaph, within Ken Whillans Square.
The parade formation will begin at 10:00 am
in Garden Square, and arrive at the Cenotaph
and form in Ken Whillans Square at 10:55 am,
where the service will then begin.
At the conclusion of the service, the Parade
Commander will march the parade off and
down Wellington Street. The parade will end
and reception will begin at Royal Canadian
Legion Branch 15.
As a tribute to Brampton’s veterans, the
City will once again hang banners Downtown
Brampton as part of the Veterans Banner
Program. Flags at all City of Brampton facilities
will be flown at half-mast.
Click here for information on acknowledgements, and for more details on the
Remembrance Day services.
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One Love Family Services held another of its Golden Series lectures on October
29. Guest speaker was the Reverend Robert Hill, who addressed the topic, ‘The
role of civic participation in addressing issues of public concern and protecting
public values’. Among the guests at the well-attended event were the Member of
Parliament for Markham-Unionville, Paul Chiang (in photo above at right); Chalisa
Ram from Tropical TV, at centre; & guest speaker Reverend Hill (left). In photo
below, a section of the audience at the lecture.
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NDP renews call to double support rates
Queen’s Park – Ontario’s Official Opposition
NDP has renewed its call on the Ford government to immediately double Ontario Works
and Ontario Disability Support Program rates.
Said interim Ontario NDP Leader Peter
Tabuns: “No one in Ontario should have to
live in poverty. The roughly 900,000 people
who rely on ODSP and
OW are forced to make
impossible choices every
day, between buying food
and other necessities or
paying rent.”
The NDP also resolved
to keep the pressure on the
Ford government to double social assistance rates.
In September, five
NDP MPPs undertook
a two-week initiative to
bring urgent focus to the
paltry rates of OW and
ODSP. MPPs Monique
Taylor, Chandra Pasma,
Lise Vaugeois, Jessica Bell,
and Joel Harden ate only
Chandra
what they could buy with
$95.21 for two weeks, an average of $47.60 per
week — an approximated two-week grocery
budget for social assistance recipients.
“Inflation is at a 40-year high, and food
prices are through the roof,” Tabuns said.
He added, “Doug Ford’s meager $58-increase
to ODSP rates and freezing of OW rates at $733
a month denies people on social assistance a
decent and dignified life — his government
continues to force people to live in legislated
poverty. Ford must listen to social assistance
recipients’ pleas for help, and vote in support
of our motion to immediately double ODSP
and OW rates.”

Meanwhile, Sandy Shaw, NDP MPP for
Hamilton West-Ancaster-Dundas, released the
following statement after her motion to end
ambulance code zeros passed in Ontario legislature late last month.
Said Shaw: “I am extremely encouraged
to see the issue of ambulance delays treated
with the seriousness that it
deserves, and pleased that
my motion to end code
zeros passed [on October
27]. This is an important
first step to ending ambulance delays in Ontario and
ensuring that ambulances
are always available for
Ontarians when emergency strikes.”
Additionally, “Now it’s
time for the government to
do the work to deliver on
the promise of my motion
to end ambulance delays.
Hospital workers and paramedics continue to tell us
they are burnt out, overPasma
worked, and unable to handle the increasing demand in hospitals. Staffing
shortages in hospitals force paramedics to wait
with patients in hallways, instead of getting
back on the road to save more lives.”
Also, “Ending code zeros once and for all
must include the repeal of Ford’s wage-capping
Bill 124 to ensure the province can recruit,
retain, and return nurses to the profession, and
ease the staffing shortages that cause ambulance offload delays. I will be watching closely
for these critical steps and keep fighting until
we end the code zero crisis in Ontario, so we
can make sure that no one is ever left waiting
for an ambulance again.”

Bhumi holds climate change summit

Natasha Sharma

Shaun Collier

Ajax – The Town of Ajax last month
launched its new Diversity & Inclusion web
portal focusing on positively promoting its
inclusive programs, projects, resources, and
continued community engagement.
In a release, the TOA noted that “[diversity] is our strength, and it is with consistent growth and education opportunities that
enables everyone to develop their full potential
and move forward with kindness and respect
as a community”.
Said Mayor Shaun Collier: “The launch of
the Town’s new Diversity & Inclusion web portal helps to shine a light on our commitment to
consistently engage in a place of understanding, learning, and inclusivity, and the great
work our Anti-Black Racism Task Force and
Town staff have been doing throughout the
term.”
He added, “Each initiative and project,
such as the development of the Indigenous
Community and Healing Garden, the Black-

Owned Business Directory, and the Ajax
Shining Star Bursary Program, are significant examples of how we are moving forward
to build a more inclusive community for all
Ajacians.”
The portal features resources available in the
TOA. Among these are: Diversity and Inclusion
resources within the Town; information on
Truth & Reconciliation; on the Ajax AntiBlack Racism Task Force; the Ajax Shining Star
Bursary Program; the Black-Owned Business
Directory; and the Indigenous Community &
Healing Garden.
Said the TOA’s Diversity and Inclusion
Coordinator, Natasha Sharma, “I encourage all
Ajacians to continue to participate in impactful
and meaningful conversations, while utilising
the new webpage to learn more about opportunities and further our growth, knowledge
and understanding as a community – diversity
is our strength.” Click here to visit the TOA’s
new web portal.

Ajax adds diversity, inclusion web portal

A

ttendees from around the world par- actions having consequences,” she said.
ticipated in a virtual summit October
Prominent Indo-Caribbean Hindu voices
27-28 on climate change, biodiversity, were featured over the two-day event, including
and sustainability co-hosted by Bhumi Global, Simone Devi Jhingoor, co-founder of the New
the foremost Hindu-based environmental York-based Jahajee Sisters; Vijah Ramjattan,
advocacy and policy organisation, and United founder of the United Madrassi Association;
Nations Environment Programme’s Faith for and Devi Ramkissoon, executive director of
Earth Initiative.
the Sustainable Business Network of Greater
The virtual summit, which was co-pre- Philadelphia.
sented by the Sustainable
Conference
attendBusiness
Network
of
ees included those from
Greater Philadelphia and
Guyana, Trinidad and
the Moving Well Project,
Tobago, and Jamaica, among
covered themes central to
numerous other countries.
Bhumi’s work – climate
Diverse panel sessions
change, biodiversity loss,
included one examinand pollution – and also dising Inflation Reduction
cussed tangible actions and
Act's impact on Hindu
best practices.
and
Dharmic
comKeynote speakers includmunities that featured
ed Iyad Abumoghli, head
Michigan Representative
of UNEP's Faith for Earth
Padma Kuppa, New York
Initiative; Satya Tripathi,
Representative
Jenifer
Secretary-General
of
Rajkumar, New Jersey State
the Global Alliance for a
Senator Vin Gopal, and
Sustainable Planet; and
Virginia Delegate Suhas
Iyad Abumoghli
Karenna Gore, founder and
Subramanyam.
executive director of the Center for Earth
Others looked at the ways in which sustainEthics.
able practices could be institutionalised.
Abumoghli noted that the triple planetary
Globally acclaimed architect Wil D.
crisis caused by rapid climate change, biodiver- Marquez said practices could be routinised if
sity loss, and excessive waste was “subjecting more people followed a simple motto: “Renew.
the planet to unprecedented challenges”.
Renew. Recycle”.
He added, “These challenges are threatening
Bhumi co-founder and director Gopal D.
our own survival on this planet.”
Patel said the summit was grounded in the idea
Both Abumoghli and Tripathi said faith that faith in action can be a powerful force in
communities have a significant role to play combating climate change and biodiversity loss
in mobilising humanity in addressing the while promoting sustainability.
challenges. Gore added that spirituality was
Said Patel: “We draw so much inspiration
important to understanding the ways in which from our faiths, and that needs to increase our
humans could better understand the conse- work in engaging with other communities. The
quences of climate change, referring to the question we have to ask ourselves, ‘How can we
Hindu ideas of karma.
offer more from our spiritual traditions?’”
“I think it’s important not to lose sight of
Click here for more information about
cause and effect. We do need to be clear about Bhumi Global.
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Tel: 416-234-1446						8 Beamish Drive
Fax: 416-234-0154
Email: dkissoon@bellnet.ca
Toronto, Ontario M9B 3P3
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Editorial

I

T&T anxiety

t appears there is no slowing down the killing momentum that has now overtaken Trinidad and Tobago,
which last weekend saw homicides cross a horrific 500
victims for the year so far; and counting.
In fact, as of early this week, the daily carnage was
continuing unabated, with the Homicide Bureau of
Investigations indicating it was overwhelmed with the
volume of deaths, which by Monday had already seen nine
more murders added to that awful 500 weekend total.
As members of the diaspora here in the Greater Toronto
and Hamilton Area, and throughout Canada, it is important that we heed this dire situation now afflicting Trinidad
and Tobago when planning trips to the homeland. For our
own safety, we must keep this escalated killing scourge in
mind as we make travel plans, alongside the bigger picture
of a government and its security service that appear incapable of holding back the surge.
The homicide statistics for Trinidad and Tobago should
be enough to make us pay attention. With the figures
already passing 500-plus deaths this year, last year’s figures
at this time had seen 345 victims killed.
If the killing momentum keeps up in the weeks ahead,
then we would soon have the 41 more victims needed to
meet the 550 record, a tragic total that was acquired in
2008. The second higher total for murders in Trinidad and
Tobago was 539 deaths, which was recorded in 2019.
And it does not appear that it would be getting any better soon, criminologist experts are saying.
According to the reports in the Trinidad and Tobago
media, analysis of trending data is indicating that 2022
could end with a sobering 585 possible murders, making
it the highest number of reported killings in the history of
the country.
As was reported, this forecast was based on trend analysis and computer model projections that were done by Dr
Randy Seepersad, co-ordinator of the Criminology Unit at
The University of the West Indies.
The modeling was performed using statistics acquired
from the Trinidad and Tobago Police Service Crime and
Problem Analysis Branch for the years 1990 to 2019, and
which is being used to predict values as far ahead as 2030.
Seepersad also predicted both a lower and upper limit,
with the former at 407 deaths, which has already been surpassed; the upper limit, according to his modeling, could
go as high as an astonishing 763 deaths.
Said Seepersad: “Even as the year winds down, the
numbers appear to be holding true to the data, within the
acceptable margins. We’ve already crossed the lower limit.
And for now, all that is left is to see how far it goes. The
projections still stand, and I don’t see anything which will
cause us to deviate from it as yet.”
Another criminologist has also indicated that Trinidad
and Tobago could end the year with a new record for the
number of nationals killed.
According to Darius Figueira, a series of unfortunate
events are now in confluence that is leading to the unprecedented escalation in crime and murders.
As he noted, transnational crime has seen an upswing
following the re-opening of the corridor for the illegal
arms trade between the US and the Caribbean. He also
cited fallout from the Covid-19 pandemic, an increase in
the cost of living, and the loss of jobs.
Said Figueira: “[It means you] have the perfect tinder
on which to strike a match for deviant activity. Persons are
being laid off, people are suffering, and they feel like crime
is the only real way to survive.”
And while Figueira indicated that 2022 was being
shaped by this series of anomalous confluences, at the
same time he noted the killings could hit a high of 600
murders.
“...[Given] all these things that have happened, one
can see why this year may indeed be shaping up to be the
bloodiest one in our nation to date,” he said.
As we look to Trinidad and Tobago from abroad with
heightened anxiety, we must exercise extreme vigilance
and care when planning trips, and visiting our homeland.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD
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Rishi Sunak 2022

hen Dadabhai Naoroji, an Indian immigrant, made
his first attempt at a seat in the UK House of
Commons in 1886, Lord Salisbury snidely “welcomed” his campaign thus, “Colonel Duncan was opposed by a
black man; and however great the progress of mankind has been,
and however far we have advanced in overcoming prejudices, I
doubt if we have yet to go to that point of view
where a British constituency would elect a black
man?” What a gem! (Amazon, India, Under Siege)
The Brits have had four Prime Ministers in the
last six years: Liz Truss, Boris Johnson, Theresa
May, and David Cameron. Reminds one of the
Mussolini axiom, “It is better to live one day as a lion than
100 years as a sheep.” The British economy has been ravaged
by Brexit, Covid-19, and uncertain leadership. Last week they
installed the fifth PM, Rishi Sunak, a double first: the first of
Indian descent, and the first Hindu. Though miraculous, this
was possible, since the Race Relations Act, 1976, Indians having
been MP’s since colonial days. Today, South Asians head powerful ministries, and about 20 percent of politicians are minorities compared with their total population of 11 percent. Lord
Salisbury, and Winston Churchill, Hindu-hater extraordinaire,
must be groaning in their graves.
Who is Rishi Sunak? Previously Boris Johnson’s Chancellor
of the Exchequer, he is the youngest PM (42 years 166 days)
since William Pitt, the Younger, 1783 (24), and Robert Jenkinson
1812 (42 years, one day). He was born in Southampton of East
African Hindu migrants – father a physician, mother a pharmacist – educated at Winchester College, Hampshire, where he
became “head boy”, and editor of the school’s newspaper; during
summer vacations he waited tables at a Southampton Indian
restaurant.
On graduating, he went to Oxford University, taking the
triple greats: politics, economics and philosophy; he served as
president of the Oxford Trading & Investment Society, which
introduced him to financial markets and global trading. He did
an internship with the Conservative Party, explaining, “I’m a
Conservative because we are the party that says it doesn’t matter
where you start. It's about where you are going. You can make
your life and that of others better by taking responsibility, selfempowerment and service. Aspiration, to me, means: rewarding
endeavour, enabling compassion and liberating people from the
shackles of the state.”

After graduating in 2001, he went to the US, worked with
Goldman Sachs until 2004, then did an MBA at Stanford
University on a Fulbright scholarship. There he met Akshata
Murthy, daughter of N.R. Narayanan Murthy, co-founder of
Bengaluru’s Infosys, a technology pioneer now worth $11 billion. He returned to England in 2006, worked with the Children’s
Investment Fund Management, where he became
a partner.
Mohan
In 2009 he married Akshata, and switched to
Ragbeer Theleme Partners; a year later he began working
for the Conservative Party, served on Committees
and think tanks until 2015, when he was elected
for the safe seat of Richmond in Yorkshire. There, the family,
now with two daughters, bought a manor house in the village of
Kirby Sigston. He progressed and became a Minister in 2019 and
Chancellor in 2020, resigning when Johnson did.
He lost the succession to Liz Truss, who resigned on October
20 on policy issues, serving until Sunak’s appointment on
October 25. Now Sunak faces the formidable task of restoring the country’s image, calming its politics and the financial
market, and steering the country out of its economic downturn.
Surprisingly he promptly courted controversy by appointing
Suella Braverman as Home Secretary, to replace Priti Patel,
both British Indians with East African roots, and far rightists,
with maverick tendencies, like flirting with ministerial rules,
and hawkish on immigration. Patel promoted the plan to send
refugees to Rwanda. Nothing separates left and right today like
attitudes to immigration.
The Sunaks’ wealth (he is the wealthiest PM ever), has caused
media comment bordering on envy. Their wealth is legitimate:
hers, based on share holdings at Infosys, make up about twothirds; his, from business successes.
Comments cover the quality of their properties, clothing,
and other assets. Criticisms of Mrs Sunak’s tax status virtually
accused her of cheating when her initial position as a foreign
resident in England was fully legal. She changed when her
husband became the PM. The inferences remain, but people
remember his policies as Chancellor of the Exchequer (20202022), which helped to soften the blow of Covid-19. They hope
that he might come up with a similar plan to stabilise public
finances and politics, and ease the chaos in Westminster. He also
must deal with controversial colleagues and enforce ministerial
rules.

Time to pay homage to the humble, filling dumpling

T

o pay homage to the humble dumpling is to recall my
grandmother’s hands clap! clap! clapping! in a slow,
rolling motion of applause as she shaped soft, wet, and
pliant pieces of dough over her iron pot that was roundly sootencrusted at one end, wide-rimmed on the other, and plop!
plop! plopping! with a roil of bubbles as from a
hot spring.
Romeo
Slap! Clap! Slap! Clap! Ma was driven whenKaseram
ever she was performing a task, her focus unwavering and unilateral until its completion; so it was
with her cooking dumplings: clap! clap! clap! with
a finishing slap! for the finale, as if delivering a warning to a
new-born entering into this troubled world.
She then dropped each misshapen dumpling with a plop into
the double, double, toil and bubble, the chunks of palm-sized
dough, each irregular and unique as a handprint, quickly sinking like a rock.
Ma then toiled over the roil, plunging her long-handled,
silver iron spoon into the depths now thick with its floury
flotsam. With her tiny bare feet firmly anchored on the packed
dirt-floor, she wielded the spoon like an oar using both hands,
vigorously compelling her cooking forward, at times navigating
quickly into surging sections where the current ran faster above
the wayward wood fire below, its tongues of flames sometimes
inattentive with gossip, or garrulous with crackling.
Then there were times when Ma stood on tiptoes, her nose
barely lifted above the wide crater sitting high on the chulha,
where she peered into the steaming, unknown depths to hunt
down and unseat with hefty, unrelenting scrapings those wayward dumplings, which shaped like large oysters, had crazyglued themselves to the bottom of her pot.
It is now the start of my time for quiet cognition, when
mostly away from a world roiled by the furnaces of industry, and
the consuming flames of acquisition, I am starting to appreciate
that similar and faster, and at times, unnavigable undercurrents
were propelling our early lives back then in the homeland.
I particularly recall my grandmother’s hectic, perhaps pathological, and who knows, hyperactive pace, as she buzzed from
quotidian flower to flower during the middle of her life as a single parent, as an emerging grandmother, and as an unremitting
dispenser of the matriarchal glue holding us together at the core.
And of course, I also now note with the understanding that
emerges with the distance and detachment of decades that the
choices she made, or were forced to make, always on the fly and

constantly in quick-burn flights, as she moved from task to task,
totally fueled with gathered nectar, were, among other things,
borne out of her inexorable commitment to our future; and of
course, there was her inner obstinacy in a will to survive in what
was a difficult, harsh, and too-early widowed world.
It is thus that I suspect a metanarrative underlying her dinner choice for a twice-weekly, and for
certain as the rain clouds climbing over the hills,
also cooking dumplings on a Saturday afternoon,
that her concocting these innumerable potages
could be pinned to theories about versatility and
economy; and a craving for the substantive, which as certain as
the drizzle becoming driving rainfall, were to quench the rumblings from our thirsting stomachs aching to be filled.
Making dumplings back then was fast, simple, and pragmatic
cuisine. Its versatile recipe remains eternal, repetitive, and universalised, even in our diasporic kitchens today.
Scoop into a dented bowl generous handfuls of flour, or any
other flour from a variety of starchy tubers. For variation in texture and flavour, when available, use corn-meal, sweet potato, or
potato flour; add grated pumpkin for colour and more flavour
when in season, or when gifted by a neighbour over the hibiscus
fence as a chunk with its seeds entangled in the entrails.
Add water and knead flour thoroughly with one hand, even
while ensuring that the palmful of salt being tossed with the
other hand into the awakening, wide-rimmed pot is not baking
powder, which has been inadvertently, inattentively scooped
from a similar, re-purposed margarine container.
Quickly withdraw the fingers that are fussing with residual
grains away from the grasp of a violent effervescence of steam
that rises after the salt has irritated the equanimity of the contented, gently boiling water.
Ma always added to her recipe for versatility a generous helping of economy, in her word, “stretching” out with the elasticity
of thrift her too-often dipping into the expensive flour.
It meant her patiently digging up sticks of cassava from the
kitchen garden, which she grated, squeezed, and dried into
flour. Dried corn on the cob was laboriously grated into meal.
Diligence, thrift, and foresight minimised her scoops into
the cloth bag of flour, even as her additional labours ensured an
accessible and adequate supply of, again her word, “provisions”
to put food on the table. Ma was our main bread-winner, and
her pushing the envelope, and our tiny pot-bellies out with substantive dumplings, was far better than having empty stomachs.
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Do Guyana’s politicians understand the scale of the oil giveway?
Dear Editor,
The simple equation for profit is revenue minus expenses.
Do Guyanese politicians understand the scale of the oil There are expenses such as exploration, development, and
giveaway? If you owned one of the nicest houses in an exclusive operational costs that will run in the tens of billions of US dolneighbourhood, would you sell your house for a fraction of lars. These expenses guarantee that the 50/50 profit share would
what other sellers are receiving?
be applied to less than 100
Guyana is receiving significantly
percent of revenues. Thus,
less money from its oil producGuyana’s share of oil revtion than other countries. But some
enues would be far lower
Guyanese politicians hide behind
than 50 percent.
the porous façade of the sanctity of
If we look at the reports
contract, while others are scared to
the oil companies have
utter the word re-negotiation.
released, the approximate
Would any of these politicians
break-even costs for the
sell their house for a fraction of
first four Stabroek projects
what it is worth? Would they forgo
are: Liza Phase 1 break-even
insurance on their house?
is (US) $35/barrel for 450
Of course not; then it begs the
million barrels; Liza Phase
question as to what is their secret
2 break-even is (US) $25/
incentive to continue to ignore the
barrel for 600 million barever-increasing barrage of reasons
rels; Payara break-even is
why the Stabroek Block Production
(US) $32/barrel for 600 milStabroek, Kaieteur, & Canje blocks
Sharing Agreement is not up for
lion barrels, and Yellowtail
re-negotiation.
break-even is (US) $29/barrel for 925 million barrels. That is an
Guyana’s oil comes with a combination of low extraction average weighted break-even of (US) $29.82/barrel.
costs and superior oil quality at a very convenient geographic
Let us assume that over the life of the Stabroek Block the
location that makes it a compelling investment opportunity for average price of Guyana’s Brent crude is about (US) $100/barrel.
any oil company in the world. Venezuela, Guyana’s neighbour If for every barrel, the oil companies can recover (US) $29.82 as
to the west, harbours one of the largest oil reserves in the world, an expense, then Guyana’s take would have to be collected from
but its heavy crude is high in sulphur content and expensive to the remaining (US) $70.18, that is profit oil. The oil companies
refine compared to Guyana’s light sweet crude.
that have stated for every 25 barrels of profit oil, Guyana would
Furthermore, Guyana is a democracy and its oil can be get 14.5 barrels, and they would get 10.5 barrels. Thus, Guyana’s
shipped from the secure waters of the Caribbean Sea to refiner- share of the (US) $70.18 profit oil would be (US) $70.18 *
ies in Texas. This compares favourably given that a large per- (14.5/25) = US$40.70. That is Guyana receives approximately 41
centage of the world’s oil comes either from rogue states, such as percent of oil revenues.
Russia and Iran, or the Arabian peninsula, where it has to pass
This 41 percent share is significantly less than the 50 percent
through the hostile Strait of Hormuz.
of revenues that are being claimed. One specific figure menThus, it is astounding that Guyana is slated to receive 14.5 tioned by the government was Guyana may get 52 percent of
percent of oil revenues from the Stabroek Block PSA, over revenues. The Stabroek block is estimated to contain 11 billion
the next several years, when an IMF survey several years ago barrels of oil. At (US) $100/barrel that works out to (US) $1.1
showed the average revenue take for the world’s oil regimes was trillion dollars. A 11 percent difference, 52 percent subtract 41
between 65 percent to 85 percent.
percent, on total revenues amounts to (US) $121 billion. That
The government stated recently in an interview that is about (US) $155,000 dollars for each of the 780,000 people
Guyana would receive over 50 percent of revenues over the living in Guyana. How do you explain that to the more than 43
life of the Stabroek Block PSA. This seems illogical given that percent of Guyanese living on (US) $5.50 a day that their govGuyana is in a 50/50 profit share with two percent royalty, but ernment doesn’t even realise they are getting (US) $121 billion
the oil companies are allowed to recover all their expenses. less than expected?
While there is a monthly 75 percent cap on expenses claimed,
Ring-fencing is where the expenses of one project cannot be
any amount above the 75 percent cap is allowed to roll forward applied to another project. For example, if the Stabroek conto future months and years.
tract had ring-fencing in place, the FPSO costs associated with

Faris Al-Rawi

Kamla Persad-Bissessar

Reginald Armour

T&T govt must keep focus on nation’s interest
Dear Editor,
Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar did an excellent
job in her budget debate early last month. She described it as “a
vicious attack on the poor and working class”, and called for a
general election.
With the rise in food prices, it is becoming more difficult
for many low-income people to make ends meet as they cannot
even buy a doubles.
Only in times like this do we really realise how good we had
it under the People’s Partnership. Look at what is occurring now,
as there is one fiasco after another.
In the latest, we see the current administration involved in
another major fiasco – with State witness and whistleblower
Vincent Nelson and then-attorney general Faris Al-Rawi.
The Law Association of Trinidad and Tobago has finally
called on Attorney General Reginald Armour to speak on the
issue, asking for “a full and unambiguous statement” on major
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issues arising out of the alleged indemnity deal agreed between
Al-Rawi and Nelson in 2017.
The association said, “LATT is not in a position to determine
(in the absence of the full response requested) whether there
has been corruption, misfeasance in public office or politically
motivated prosecution of any public official, politician or attorney, but maintains that the absence of any robust explanation to
the public will encourage speculation of wrongdoing or covering up wrongdoing”.
This is a cop out, but even with their attempt to maintain
their relevance, the number of questions to answer is mindboggling.
Can we trust our current administration again to do the right
thing for the people of Trinidad and Tobago, instead of doing
anything possible to destroy people’s lives, at any cost, to keep
their positions and power?
Neil Gosine, Trinidad and Tobago, via email.

Yellowtail cannot be applied to the Liza 1 project.
However, the Stabroek Block lacks ring-fencing. This coupled
with the provision that allows the oil companies to roll forward
all their expenses that exceed the monthly 75 percent cap would
probably ensure Guyana’s share of oil revenues will hover at 14.5
percent revenues for decades to come.
Whatever secret incentive motivates the politicians to go
around defending the Stabroek Block PSA, one has to question
if the politicians even contemplate the astounding amount of
money being given away to rich shareholders in the Western
countries.
We may receive 14.5 percent of oil revenues for decades to
come in a world where the average share of oil revenues ranges
from 65 percent to 85 percent. This is stealing from the poor to
fatten the rich. Hence, Guyanese should ask these politicians
defending the Stabroek Block PSA, if they would sell their mansions for a fraction of what they are worth?
Darshanand Khusial, on behalf of OGGN, via email.

Cultural dimension to
amending oil contract

Dear Editor,
Civil society activists should begin to think about the profound differences in international and intercultural relations,
something that is notably missing from the debates around
Guyana’s oil contract with the foreign oil companies.
Those who think that you can simply amend a contract when
circumstances change for one party are missing this cultural
dimension.
The main reason is that culture is central to how we approach
negotiations in an international setting. To boot, cultural misunderstanding is one of the main reasons for failure in international business and international diplomacy.
The crux of the matter is that cultural institutions in Guyana
are based on elevated levels of informality, whereas the cultures
of North America and Europe are rigid in business practices.
For them, a deal is a deal.
Guyana, by contrast, is a give-and-take culture based on faceto-face forms of engagement. In this cultural framework people
can make things happen through informal means, sometimes
by just making a call.
On the other hand, for Americans and Europeans, personal
relationships matter less than what is written down. Once something is written down, and there is legal ‘consideration’; you
cannot willy-nilly change things.
Guyana, like much of Latin America and the Caribbean, is
characterised by a mañana type culture. This type of culture is
elastic regarding rules, and especially regarding communication
styles.
Moreover, context is an integral aspect of negotiations.
Evidence for this could be found in the repeated claims that
because Guyana was once dominated by foreign exploiters, the
oil contracts should demonstrate some measure of financial
recompense. For Westerners, context is irrelevant.
The noted international and intercultural scholar Stefan
Kammhuber makes the compelling point “that every negotiation is also a social encounter…” [Individuals] inevitably bring
in their cultural biography, which they cannot simply shed but
must… painstakingly adapt to a particular negotiation model
that was created in a specific cultural environment”.
Kammhuber is clear that, “If one judges the behaviour of
other partners according to one’s own system of orientation,
then there is a good chance that this will result in misunderstanding or conflict and eventually cause negotiations to fail”.
The debates around the “sanctity of the contract” bring the
central issues of intercultural communication to the fore. I think
while many of the civil society groups such as Article 13 and
individual writers are aware of the difficulties of reopening a
signed contract, their audience may not know the same.
This is crucial, because when a re-negotiated contract is
presented to the “masses” as something that can be done easily
and without harm, we move from civil society efforts at protecting the national interest, to efforts at weaponising political
mobilisation. Culture becomes equally crucial here because the
“masses”, more than any other sector of the society, are highly
socialised into believing we can change things because a better
deal could be realised.
Put differently, the elites know one thing, but based on what
they say and write, the masses are led to believe something else.
Those calling for a re-negotiated oil contract should be aware
that they are in the business of chasing away foreign capital.
Without foreign investments, our hydrocarbon resources would
have still been under hundreds of feet of water, and we would
still be the second poorest country in the Western hemisphere.
Dr Randolph Persaud, Guyana, via email.
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Upset, outraged as West Indies outclassed, outplayed, & soundly beaten
Dear Editor,
I am extremely disappointed, embarrassed,
upset, and outraged that our once illustrious West Indies cricket team, now known as
Cricket West Indies, has been unceremoniously thrown out of the T20 World Cup qualifiers
by two hitherto unrecognised teams, Scotland
and Ireland, comprising largely of part-time
cricketers.
Our team was outplayed, outclassed, manhandled, soundly beaten, and embarrassingly
dumped.
Our cricketers are a reflection of the various
regional/territorial boards, which are managed
by people who leave a lot to be desired. They
neither inspire, nor instil confidence.
Take the Trinidad and Tobago Cricket
Board, for example. There are serious allegations of corruption, nepotism, favouritism,
grievous, and serial (unmentionable) misconduct, manipulation, “contacts of who knows
whom”, deserving players being omitted or not
favoured.
Instead players who fall short/below by
any or all objective standards are being given
a chance to play over those who more than
deserve a chance.
This has been going on for a very long

Captain Nicholas Pooran stands behind the wicket as Ireland’s Paul Stirling
strikes the ball during West Indies’ short visit to Australia last month
time, and absolutely nothing is being done happen.
about it, except whitewashing and unacceptWe need to produce players of the class,
able excuses.
quality, resolve, determination, application,
The point is the government of Trinidad and and so on, equal to or better than their disTobago gives subventions to the TTCB every tinguished colleagues of West Indian cricketer
year, and it is about time something drastic fame and adoration.

Dear Editor,
In January 2019 I made the call for Guyana
to exit West Indies cricket and develop a local
sports policy that would include establishing
a cricket academy at Turkeyen, and upgrade
Skeldon and Affiance cricket grounds to international standards all with the intention of
going it alone.
Among my recommendations were the
implementation of the following to achieve the
objective:
(i) the government establish a sports
policy where the Ministry of
Education would employ the vast
array of qualified cricket coaches to
conduct coaching in schools across
Guyana;
(ii) the coaches, along with Guyanese
cricket legends, develop a policy
paper that will be used to inform
the overarching strategy to move
Guyana to Test status within five
years;
(iii) their coaching will also be available
at the club level to provide continuity from school to the national
team;
(iv) the present crop of Guyanese national cricketers to be integrated into
the system, and will be the nucleus
for a Guyana team to enter ICC
international cricket competitions
in T20, and ODIs in the short term;
(v) in collaborating with the University
of Guyana, establish a Cricket
Academy that will be used to round
our players and complete the preparation for international cricket;
(vi) the government must adopt a sports
policy in collaboration with corporate Guyana to provide sponsorship, and so on, which can positively impact the tourism industry
as well as other aspects of Guyana’s
economy.
Fast forward to October 2022, and the
West Indies has been relegated to the status of minnows, where they have to play
amongst the second-string teams including
Scotland, Namibia, Ireland, UAE, Zimbabwe,
and Scotland (who whipped them in the first
qualifying round match) to book a place in the
T20 World Cup finals.
This is so, after entering the 2021 T20
World Cup as defending Champions, and
being eliminated in the first round whilst
fielding a team comprising a number of overweight and unfit players despite the availabil-

ity of younger players who were performing.
When you look at the quality of West Indies
cricket among the minnows, it is very painfully obvious the level to which the quality of
West Indies cricket has sunk over the years.
Afghanistan, who started playing ICC
cricket decades after West Indies, are automatic qualifiers in the 2022 T20 World Cup,
while West Indies has to play for qualification.
For anyone to suggest that West Indies cricket
has improved is being economical with the
truth, and should subject themselves to psychiatric evaluation.
The reality is that in the 2021 T20 World
Cup, West Indies, the then-defending champions, were eliminated in the first round under
[Kieron] Pollard, and now in this 2022 T20
World Cup, under [Nicholas] Pooran, West
Indies have been shamelessly kicked out by
Ireland from qualifying for the group of 12.
In fact, West Indies have ended up at the
bottom of the Group, which as far as I am
concerned, is rock bottom.
According to the words of a senior citizen,
they are as low as “duck ankle”.
That the current manager and bowling
coach are still in charge is unbelievable, and
only a fool with the highest accolades for
foolishness would have expected anything different than what has transpired. They should
have been gone since the conclusion of the
2021 World Cup, but we all know that insanity
resides in places where you least expect.
They must be fired with immediate effect,
preferably before the plane touches down on
West Indian soil, wherever that may be.
Though I am seldom challenged for words,
I find great difficulty in finding the appropriate ones to describe those two.
The charlatans who have dominated West
Indies cricket administration over the past
two decades are merely living in hope, spewing rubbish at every opportunity, but offer
no clear and logical plan to do anything that
makes sense to save it from further destruction.
Like Montesinos, delivering his Whitsuntide
sermon, this lone voice of mine crying in
the wilderness of this disgraceful wilderness
of West Indies cricket, exhort the Guyanese
public and the government to listen, not with
careless intentions, but with all your hearts
and senses.
This voice says that West Indies cricket is
suffering from a rare form of cancer diagnosed
as insularity and greed that is malignant, and
the future outcome is clear for all to see, even
the blind included.

Time for Guyana to exit West Indies, field own Test team
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The question must be asked, “Must we
abandon this sinking West Indies ship, or
must we sink with it?”
I say, “Hell no!” – the “Mayday” call must
be sounded and heeded with alacrity. Time
to put aside sentiments and false pride. The
trumpet must be sounded loud and clear for
all to hear.
Time for GUYEXIT, which is Guyana’s exit
from West Indies cricket.
Eric Whaul, Guyana, via email.
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If you were to ask the average person to
name the various CWI team members over the
last three years, most people would struggle to
name a team because they are like a “flash in
the pan”; they come and go with alarming frequency. Ask the same person to name our past
cricketers and the names will be rattled off.
A broad-based Commission of Enquiry?
Those in charge, from “captain to cook”, should
hang their heads in shame. If they had any
decency, they would resign forthwith (not tender their resignation).
Cricket is a much-loved West Indian sport
and we have produced some of the best worldclass cricketers. They have put us on the world
map. Should I name them? The list of our past
distinguished players is too long.
One of my distinguished colleagues, the
late Sonny Maharaj, SC, habitually referred
to people like those in charge of the TTCB as
people who “have no brain”.
He has been proven correct. Shame on you,
cricket administrators.
I call on all cricket lovers, the Minister of
Sport, the government, CWI, and the general public to do something positive about the
TTCB immediately, and West Indian cricket
as a whole.
CWI should suspend playing all international matches until and unless all remedial
actions (psychological, mental, mentoring,
physical, technical, techniques, and so on) are
pursued to the hilt, and uncompromisingly
implemented.
It is nonsensical to repeat like parrots that
we have the talented players, but where is the
talent when it matters? Shimron Hetmyer is a
classical talented cricketer, but “has no brain”;
if he has, where is it? Just like those in charge
of the TTCB.
Seenath Jairam, Trinidad and Tobago, via
email.

GUYANA

Strategic planning absent in Guyana’s push to reduce its food bill

A

s Guyana seeks to promote agricul- ment of agriculture in the region – or at the
tural development to reduce its food very least they are lukewarm to the idea.
import bill and facilitate regional food
In Guyana, for instance, although increassecurity, the country is seeking to set produc- ing agricultural production has been at the
tion targets to achieve its objectives. However, top of the agenda since the turn of the century,
its plans are devoid of longoutput of most food crops
term strategic planning.
has actually been declinWhile the country’s
ing. More so, output of
Dwarka
move appears commendbasic food crops, with the
Lakhan
able, it shows a deliberate
exception of rice, has been
disregard of the constituents
remarkably inconsistent
of the food bill, as well as
– and not due to natural
the dynamics of the coundisasters that plague many
try’s food imports, and is largely based on of its regional counterparts.
assumptions of production of certain crops
The Food and Agriculture Organisation
such as corn and soya, for which Guyana has earlier called on Caribbean nations to seriously
no large-scale production track record.
consider restricting the importation of certain
In an address to the Caribbean Agriculture foods once they are in a position to produce
Investment Forum and Expo, President Irfaan alternatives.
Ali told participants that the government has
The institution noted that there is room in
entered into partnerships with farmers and global trade rules administered by the World
the private sector to increase production of Trade Organisation to allow for countries to
corn, soya, and shrimp in the short term; and impose restrictions on certain foods. However,
over the medium term
Caribbean governments
to increase production of
fail to take advantage
vegetables, mutton, and
of these restrictions
fish.
because of the disconIt is expected that
nect between foreign
increases in producministers who attend
tion will contribute to
WTO meetings, and
a 25 percent reduction
those responsible for
in food imports, in line
agricultural developwith Caricom’s target to
ment.
reduce food imports by
Incidentally,
the
25 percent by 2025. It
Caribbean, including
goes without saying it is
Guyana, currently has a
a pipedream that would
growing and unsustainnot be fulfilled, given the
ably high annual food
President’s strategy on
import bill.
reducing imports.
This, according to
Although Guyana
the FAO, is because of
is the largest food proinconsistency in food
Irfaan Ali
ducing country in the
supply, a situation in
region, and has more arable land than the com- which importers find it easier to import food,
bined land resources of the entire Caribbean, much of which is in the form of unhealthy
the country’s food import bill has continued to processed foodstuff that are high in salt, sugar,
rise each year, and is almost twice as large as and oils. Guyana, for instance, imports some
it was a decade ago. Though the country has (GYD) $10 billion of snack foods, an area
increased its focus on agriculture, production in which the country immediately needs to
levels have not increased appreciably.
address.
In addition, there is a growing preference
But Caribbean leaders are aware of the probfor foreign foods, even with the availability of lems associated with growing food imports.
viable local substitutes.
It has been a perennial discussion for the
Foreign foods appear to have greater appeal, past half of a century, and more so over the
requiring a focus on education to change the past decade. However, regional leaders do not
consumption habits of the country’ popula- appear to be committed to the development of
tion, and to drive home the benefits of eating agriculture in the region – or at the very least
local foods.
they are only lukewarm to the idea.
President Ali does not show an understandIn reality, there is more commitment at the
ing of this fact, as neither corn, soya, nor boardroom table than in practice. In Guyana,
shrimps are part of the country’s core imports for instance, although increasing agricultural
or substitutes for food imports.
production has been at the top of the agenda
Therefore, increasing local food produc- since the turn of the century, output of most
tion can only be sustainable if the population food crops has actually been declining. More
chooses to consume local substitutes. At the so, output of basic food crops, with the excepsame time, the continued imports of foreign tion of rice, has been remarkably inconsistent
foods will stifle the development of local pro- – and not due to natural disasters which plague
duction.
many of its regional counterparts.
Thus, government commitment is essenAs the region’s largest food producer, Guyana
tial to supporting local production, while at is ideally positioned to fulfill the region’s food
the same time taking measures to restrict demand. Long regarded as the “food basket of
food imports through tariffs. The latter action the Caribbean”, the country has not until now
requires complete regional co-operation, which sought to put the infrastructure in place to
has traditionally been hard to come by as some achieve this goal.
countries have been willing participants in
Over the past couple of years, Guyana
supporting the dumping of foreign foods into increased its focus on agriculture, recognising
their markets.
that its potential to feed the Caribbean can
The bottom line is that increasing produc- only materialise if there is domestic as well as
tion and consumption of local foods, and regional commitment to develop the largely
restricting imports of foreign foods, can have neglected sector.
serious political repercussions in some counAs a result, it has been wooing its Caribbean
tries as the masses have become accustomed to counterparts, as well as international investors,
consuming foreign foods.
to assist it with developing agriculture with the
Incidentally, Caribbean leaders are aware intent of achieving regional food security.
of the problems associated with growing food
President Ali has bemoaned the fact that a
imports. It has been a perennial discussion for number of Caricom member states were merethe past half of a century, and more so over the ly giving lip service to the need for a reduction
past decade. However, regional leaders only in the regional food bill. He cited the need to
now appear to be committed to the develop- dismantle non-tariff barriers such as laws, reg-
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ulations, and procedures to the regional trade
in agricultural produce and products.
Meanwhile, the FAO appealed to Caricom
member states to scrap individual agendas,
and go under the regional umbrella, initiated
by Guyana.
Incidentally, Guyana is perhaps the only
country in the region that has experienced an
increase in spending on agriculture. But the
increase in budgetary allocation to the sector
follows decades of neglect largely due to political machinations of the former PNC regime.
Other constraints of agricultural development include the region’s vulnerability to natural disasters caused by climate change, which
has resulted in extensive damage to infrastructure, property, and agricultural production. At
the same time, food and nutrition insecurity
has been aggravated by increasing rates of poverty in the region, coupled with high levels of
income inequality.
For now, there is no doubt that there is
ample commitment on “paper” to develop
agriculture in the region, but success beyond
the boardroom table has been fleeting.
Past experience shows there has been weak
integration of implementation efforts, resulting in sporadic ventures that have engendered
limited success. In fact, over time there have
been more failures than successes in a broad
spectrum of agribusinesses, ranging from processing facilities to livestock development.
One important aspect of the Guyana government’s strategy that has not been emphasised is the potential to build around established industries – such as rice and sugar,
taking into account the availability of inputs.
Evidently, backward and forward linkages
between the base and satellite industries can
provide a competitive advantage, and offer
greater control over the growth of the offshoot
of the traditional industries.
Such a strategy would also be beneficial

because the country would be able to maximise the use of its existing skills in established
industries. Rather, Guyana’s focus has been
on cultivating large scale and new crops, such
as potatoes and wheat, in which it does not
have either a competitive or a comparative
advantage.
Ironically, the record of solidarity among
Caribbean governments in food production
is far from reassuring. This is largely due to a
myriad of factors, among them varying levels
of wealth, geographic size, and population,
and differing political configurations, foreign
policies, trade relations, and national expectations. The truth is: solidarity among Caribbean
countries is a dream, especially when it comes
to making sacrifices – adding to the problems
of cooperation in agriculture.
No doubt, some individual governments
will most likely embark on their own initiatives
to promote agricultural development, regardless of potential co-operation at a regional
level.
Guyana, for instance, is striving to leverage
its vast relative geographic size and comparative advantage to capitalise on large-scale food
production to satisfy regional demand, and
to foster its own economic development. The
likelihood of co-operation with its regional
counterparts to reduce its own, as well as the
food bill, is still up in the air.
For now, Guyana’s aim to reduce its food
import bill is a good idea, but it is not approaching it in a strategic way.
•••
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB
is a Member of the Canadian Association of
Journalists, and an accomplished financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine
Your Practice, is available on Amazon, and on
winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.
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Global Care, Vishnu Mandir extend thanks for successful marathon run
Toronto – Global Care Outreach and Vishnu Mandir earlier
this week issued a statement thanking its participants, donors,
volunteers, and the diaspora for their support during its TCS
Toronto Waterfront Marathon run that took place last month.
Leading the team of participants and volunteers that made
the effort into a resounding success was chair of Vishnu
Mandir, and founder of the Guyana Dialysis & Eye Clinic, Dr
Budhendranauth Doobay.
Said Dr Doobay: “Our marathon was a resounding success.
We achieved our objectives to promote an active lifestyle; raise
awareness to help someone in Guyana that needs dialysis; and
raise money for our incredible cause.”
As Dr Doobay noted, the marathon set out to encourage a
more active lifestyle among the diaspora, while fundraising for
the Guyana Dialysis & Eye Clinic.
It was coordinated by Roy Doobay, along with tremendous
and unconditional assistance from Radharani Rajaram, Parbhat
Sood, Janty Ramkumar, and Dina and Kumar Jaipersaud.
Said Roy: “We are grateful for so many things that this initiative facilitated. It was a wide-reaching, community-based, and
inclusive initiative. There was an option for everyone, rich or
poor, old or young, sick or healthy; whether you are a professional, or amateur runner.”
Additionally, “We are thankful to our in-person and virtual
runners; we are grateful to our donors, which included many of
you, your friends, families, co-workers, neighbours, and associates. We are also grateful to our well-wishers, and our volunteers. The initiative engaged many people who have no affiliation with Guyana because they were drawn to this humanitarian
cause in support of someone in need.”
Marathon participant, and initiator of the effort, Dr Victoria
Doobay, said it was “a true honour” to be part of the venture.
Said Victoria: “This was our first time putting together and
participating in a world class event like this, and it will definitely
not be the last time. We welcome and look forward to coming
together as a community again as we plan for next year. It truly
is beautiful to see us all join forces for a good cause, and to keep
ourselves healthy. What a fun experience!”
Victoria was among the many participants who made the trip
to Toronto from the US, flying in from Chicago, to participate
in the marathon.
There were many inspiring stories of participants making

Maariyah at Kaieteur Falls in Guyana

Baby Rayna is fast asleep in the arms of dad, Ravi,
with Avinash lending support at right
a tremendous effort and sacrifice to join the run, and to raise
funds for the Guyana Dialysis & Eye Centre. And all of the
in-person and virtual participants safely and successfully completed their events.

Among the inspirational stories was that of Nandini Doobay,
who is now fighting Stage Four Breast & Bone cancer. She completed her in-person 5K with her son, and raised over $3,000 for
the Dialysis Centre.
At 82 years, Doris Ramdin completed her virtual 5K walk
using her walker, with support from her daughter Rohenie,
while her 12-year-old grand daughter Sasha completed the inperson 5K. Together they raised over $2,000.
Dr Ravi Doobay, and wife Rani, their seven-month-old
daughter Rayna, mom Annie, and dad Robin Doobay, all completed the in-person 5K, and raised over $5,000.
And yet another 82-year-old, Shirley Rahman from Virginia
in the US, completed the virtual 5K and raised over $2,000.
Danielle Reich led her Ohana team of four runners in her
first half-marathon. Reich has no affiliation with Guyana, but
was drawn to help those in need. Her team raised over $4,500.
And in yet another inspirational effort by an 82-year-old,
the indefatigable Dr Doobay completed the in-person 5K walk.
However, even as the joyous rush of having completed such
a successful event lifted spirits, at the same time it also drove
home the poignant message that the effort was all about caring
for, and saving lives.
In what will always remain a touching and inspirational
story of personal commitment and unrelenting endurance, one
participant, 24-year-old Maariyah Rahman, a heart transplant
patient, was able to complete her virtual marathon prior to her
planned trip to Kenya.
But then, sadly, Maariyah passed away a few days before her
trip. Prayers and thoughts have been extended to Maariyah’s
parents, her brothers, family, and friends by Vishnu Mandir and
the Global Outreach Centre.
Donations can still be made in Maariyah’s memory on her
fundraising page, which remains active. The link is highlyencrypted, and donations can be made up to November 14.
Donations can also be made to a favourite team member by
clicking here.
Click here for Vishnu Mandir’s marathon website. The
contact numbers for the marathon’s organisers are: Roy Doobay
- 416-723-8879; Radharani Rajaram - 416-732-0604; Janty
Rajkumar - 416-879-8805; and Parbhat Sood - 647-609-0321.
Also, click here to view a video by Sood highlighting memorable moments during the run.
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ICCA’s book shipment delivered into hands of eager young Guyanese readers
Toronto – A shipment of books sent to Guyana earlier this
year by the Indo-Caribbean Canadian Association is now being
distributed on library shelves, and has started to find its way
into the hands of eager young readers.
Earlier this year the ICCA initiated a literacy drive that saw
over 2,000 used books collected and shipped to the Caribbean.
Part of the collection was sent to Trinidad and Tobago, with the
other shipment heading to Guyana.
In total, six jumbo barrels of books were sent to the
Caribbean: three to Guyana and three to Trinidad and Tobago.
The initiative by the ICCA was aimed at amplifying local
community-based literacy initiatives among young people in
both homelands.
In an update on the Guyana shipment, last month chair of
the ICCA, Ryan Singh, confirmed that the barrels of books had
arrived as planned, and parts of the collection had already been
deployed into the hands of many eager young recipients.
One of the locations that received books was The Little
Library, which is located in Bee Hive on East Coast Demerara.
The village is 30 kilometres from Georgetown, and houses over
1,500 residents.
As Singh noted, the shelves of The Little Library were filled
by Natasha Baksh and her team of volunteers with the donated
books that arrived from Canada.
Singh said it was Baksh’s goal to fill the library with as many
books as she could, “so that children from all of the nearby villages could explore their love of books and [their] passion for
learning”.
He added, “In fact, when Natasha and her team announced
that the books had arrived, a group of kids rushed over to figure
out which ones they wanted to read first!”
The ICCA is now working with other community leaders as
Baksh in Guyana to ensure the donated books find new homes,
Singh said.
He added that in Guyana last month, Mark Anthony
Salyckram had distributed a package of books to over 50 children in the Village of Clonbrook.
ICCA is a Canadian-based community-led organisation.
It was established in May 2021 to amplify Canada’s IndoCaribbean voices, as well as to call for action to fill the gaps, and
to ensure that the community’s needs are heard and addressed.
Click here for more information on the organisation.

School kids hold up their reading selections

Young students eagerly making book selections

A show of hands for children’s books

Two young readers chose books from a packed shelf
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Wealth Through Real Estate Investing: A Concise Guide
Jay Brijpaul

Tourists relax on a beach in Antigua

Concern in Antigua over British tourism
Saint John’s, Antigua and Barbuda –
Changes in leadership in the UK, and in the
market, could impact negatively on tourism in
Antigua & Barbuda, Tourism Minister Charles
‘Max’ Fernandez said last week.
Last month Liz Truss resigned as Britain’s
Prime Minister after 44 days in office. It was
the shortest tenure for a Prime Minister in
British history.
Turmoil during Truss’ short premiership
sent the pound into a tailspin that left it briefly
near parity with the US dollar. The pound’s
depreciation forced the Bank of England to
intervene in bond markets to avoid the collapse
of pension funds, and sent mortgage interest
rates upwards.
While Britain’s new Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak has since taken the helm, Fernandez
told the Observer that the ongoing economic
uncertainty could possibly result in a decrease
in the number of UK tourists visiting Antigua
and Barbuda for the winter season.
Said Fernandez: “The ripple effects of what
has happened… is a bit concerning. In other
words, uncertainties are not going to help the

stock market, it is not going to help the value of
the pound, and it is not going to help the situation where people may not be sure whether
they are going to have their jobs tomorrow or
next week. Will the economy take a further
downturn?”
The UK is Antigua and Barbuda’s second
biggest tourism source market. However, at
this time, many British nationals are keeping
a close eye on spending as the cost of living
continues to increase, along with skyrocketing
energy bills.
“[These] are things that will affect how
people spend, and when people are concerned
about their spending, one of the first things
they look to cut is vacation,” Fernandez said.
He added, “[It] will be a concern for us. It
depends on what measures are put in place,
and it depends on how the economy reacts. So,
those are the questions. We need to wait to see
how they pan out, and depending on what happens there, I think that will determine the way
forward in terms of the last quarter of this year,
and even the tourist season going into 2023,
in terms of tourism air arrivals out of the UK.”

Author Jay Brijpaul taps his vast experience & expertise in the industry to
provide comprehensive coverage of
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Investing.” —Ken
Puddicombe, CPA (retired Controller, Finance), author of Racing With The
Rain, Junta,
Junta, and Down Independence Boulevard and Other Stories.
Stories.
“Real estate investment can seem complex for many individuals, but
this book provides a simple step by step approach on what’s needed to
understand and navigate its constant changing world.” — G. Chatwal,
CPA, CA.
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DIWALI 2022

Houses in Turkeyen, Guyana, are resplendent with celebratory, electric lighting &
flickering flames of diyas during Diwali festivities late last month

Driveway & front yard at a Brampton, Ontario residence are lit with electric lights
& diyas during Diwali celebrations late last month. Photo by Ramesh Ramkalawan

accepted diversity and choice from the earliest
By Paras Ramoutar
Port-of-Spain – Hinduism has always times. Many of our saints had open minds, and
embraced the idea of one diverse human were willing to accommodate views different
family, and its democratic nature must make from their own. And lively debates were part
imposition of one set of values and prac- of Hindu life. It seemed perfectly alright for
tices upon others unacceptable, His Holiness people to organise themselves into different
Dharmacharya of the Sanatan Dharma Maha groups, choose a God of their understandSabha, Pandit Dr Rampersad Parasram has ing, and employ methodologies best suited to
them,” he said.
said.
There have been
Parasram
underthousands of years of
scored this point while
accommodation, adapdelivering his keynote
tation and assimilation
address as the Chief
based on time, place,
Guest at the 34th edicircumstances,
and
tion of the annual Divali
growth of knowledge,
Nagar, which was held
even while holding on
last month in central
to the core principles
Trinidad. He was honand doctrines, he noted.
oured for his contribu“The result was
tion to Hinduism.
organisation of knowlTheme of this year’s
edge into four primary
Nagar presentation was,
sources, the Vedas, each
“Hindu Panths - Hindu
with different branches
Denomination”.
or shakhas; acceptance
“In Trinidad and
of our six systems of
Tobago, the Hindu comorthodox Hindu phimunity reflects these
losophy;
different
thousands of years of
understanding of the
evolution of Hinduism
along the lines of Attendees light diyas last month at Supreme God; a number of Sampradayas or
Sanatanists,
Kabir
Trinidad’s Divali Nagar
Panth, Arya Samajists, Shiv Narayanis, among sects and virtual existence of a number of
others, living in peace and harmony. People religious sects within one inclusive Sanatan
belonging to different sects, and disciples of Dharma or Hinduism,” he said.
Citing the work of Saint Tulsidas, author
different gurus are often members of the same
of the Ramcharitmanas, Parasaram noted the
extended family,” Parasram said.
Parasram noted that despite the occasional saint taught there is no religion greater than
outburst from zealous reformers and bigots service to others.
“You choose your path and practice as you
that have tried to impose their views and ways
upon others, the Hindu community continues see fit; as indeed, I have chosen mine and my
to grow strong, despite the many challenges it ways. Let us never force ourselves on each
other, nor ever infringe on the rights of othhas faced.
“It seems to me that Hindu civilisation ers,” he said.

Indo-Caribbean World’s globetrotting writer, Vidur Dindayal (right), at the
Meditation Centre at Gurgaon near Delhi, India during Diwali festivities. In photo,
he is with the Order of Sisters at the Brahmakumaris Om Shanti Retreat Centre

Hindu leader calls for acceptance

Dancers perform at the Divali Nagar last month
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DIASPORA: NEW YORK

Diwali sunshine, generosity, & diyas light up Liberty Avenue in New York
By Dhanpaul Narine
he weather was glorious, befitting a gathering to
observe the generosity of Mother Lakshmi. The fivehour display of songs, speeches, skits, and dances did
not disappoint the thousands that lined up in Liberty Avenue
and Lefferts Boulevard in Little
Guyana, New York.
As in previous years, the
event was planned by the Divya
Jyoti Association, with support
from many organisations in the
community. The association is
fittingly led by Lakshmee Singh,
who worked hard with her team
to ‘Light up Liberty Avenue.’
Sunshine bathed Liberty
Avenue as the performers took
Lakshmee Singh,
to the stage. The opening prayer
was beautifully done by Romanee above; right, Punjabi
community members
Kalicharran and her group. This
was followed by dances and bhajans from various mandirs.
The sun drifted behind the horizon to mark the end of day.
This gave way to a Liberty Avenue that was resplendent with
lights and colour of its own. The Bhuvaneshwar Mandir, led by
Acharya Arun Gossai, performed a skit to show the arrival of
Lord Rama from Banwaas that was well received.
Maya Baksh sang a lovely medley dedicated to the Divine
Mother, while Sattie and Kesh Ramnarine from the Shri
Trimurti Bhavan excelled with an appropriate bhajan. The
David Ali and Trimurti dancers impressed with the Hanuman
Chalisa.
The entertainment flowed like a never-ending stream.
Raymond Ramnarine and Ravi B from Trinidad and Tobago

thrilled the audience with devotionals. The United Madrassi
Association also performed beautifully, as did Dev Dilchand
from ‘Dreams by Dev’.
It was time for the Mayor of New York City. He was
preceded by Dr Dhanpaul Narine, columnist for ICW. He
called for Diwali to be a school holiday, which was
supported by the audience. He has worked, along with
others, to rally for the holiday at the steps of City Hall,
and other places.
Mayor Eric Adams arrived to great fanfare. He was
greeted by Lakshmee Singh and members of the Divya
Jyoti Association. Prayers were conducted to the Divine
Mother, which were followed by a diya lighting ceremony.
Mayor Adams spoke about the relevance of the
Ramayana and the
sacrifice of Mother
Sita, and urged
all to follow the
teachings of the
Ramayana, where
light over darkness is
reinforced.
The mayor also
acknowledged
the role of
Assemblywoman Jenifer Rajkumar, who is the only Hindu to
be elected to the Assembly.
There were also greetings from a number of officials that
included Michael Brotherson, Guyana’s Consul-General to
New York, and Joe Yusuff, from the International Center for
Democracy.
There were also members of the Punjabi community that
participated as a mark of unity.

It was only inevitable that there should be a call for Diwali
to be a holiday, and in the presence of Mayor Adams. One
of the poignant moments of the evening occurred when
Lakshmee asked the audience if it wanted a holiday for Diwali,
and the Mayor responded by giving the thumbs-up.
The call for the holiday has been so overwhelming, over
the years, that Mayor Adams, Jenifer Rajkumar, and School’s
Chancellor Dr David Banks held a press conference to
announce their support for it.
Assemblywoman Rajkumar has legislation in the State
Assembly to replace Brooklyn Queens Day with Diwali, for
2023.
Lakshmee Singh and the Divya Jyoti Association wish to
thank all who attended the Diwali Concert. It showed that the
culture is alive and well in New York City. The grand sponsor
Latchmi Persaud, from TD Bank in Liberty Avenue, expressed
her delight at the success of the concert, and has promised to
work with the Divya Jyoti Association on future projects.
There are plans to expand the Diwali event, and Lakshmee
Singh and her team, have started to plan for next year. Aminta
Kilawan-Narine and Rusat Ramgopal performed admirably
as the MCs on stage. Rakesh Prashad was at his selfless best.
He video recorded the concert that enabled thousands to view
it on Jyoti Satsangh, the longest running Hindu television
program in New York.
Diwali 2022 cast its beam of light in many places,
from Little Guyana, in New York, to the White House, in
Washington. The motorcade on the East Coast of Demerara, in
Guyana, was big and colorful.
On Diwali Day history was made in England. Rishi Sunak,
a Hindu, was sworn in as Britain’s new Prime Minister. This
speaks volumes for British multi-culturalism, as the Mayor of
London is a Muslim, and the King of England is a Christian.

By Dhanpaul Narine
into the public eye, and his calls for non-violence struck a cord
e may have come in different ways but we are in
on the national conscience. While non-violence formed the
the same boat now. We can fight each other and
central philosophy of King’s mission, he was keenly aware of
sink or work together and safely reach the shore. In the plight of Blacks, and he addressed it publicly.
1963 an attempt was made to redeem the soul of America, to
King wanted a redistribution of wealth in the US. He felt
open a dialogue on its destiny.
that the system had given Blacks a ‘bad check’.
How cogent was it and 50 years later is the dream still
But as King said, Blacks have refused to accept the fact that
in good shape? When Martin Luther King stood at the
“there are insufficient funds in the great vaults of opportunity
Monument in Washington and delivered his famous speech,
of this nation”.
many felt that it was a landmark and a turning point in the
King went on to make an economic case for the mobility
civil rights movement in the US.
of Blacks, when he said that they lived “in a lonely island of
As King outlined his vision for America, he put aside part
poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of material prosperity”.
of his prepared text and reaffirmed the values for
King’s position is that there can be no
which this US nation stood.
achieving of social equality unless there is
King’s call for mutual tolerance and respect
economic equality. The point is that while
was passionate. He spoke about the need for
we link arms and sing boisterously “We shall
equality and liberty and the pursuit of happiness,
overcome”, little progress will be made in real
the pillars on which our doctrine was built. They
terms if the playing field is not level.
sounded good on paper, but in practice these
If people live is societies that are fractured
values were sadly lacking. King’s imprint on the
by inequality, then all the rhetoric in the world
national ethos and character is best summed up
will fail to redress the situation. There is no
in his speech on August 28, 1963.
doubt that King was fighting an entrenched
He said, “I have a dream that my four
establishment in the same manner that Gandhi
children will one day live in a nation where they
did in South Africa and India. But the remedy as
will not be judged by the colour of their skin,
both peacemakers saw it was to fight hatred with
Martin Luther King
but by the content of their character.”
love and violence with peace.

reporting discrimination, and those that are found culpable
can be taken to the courts.
A guilty verdict can lead to hefty fines, and a loss of
consumer support in the business sector. At the international
level King would be pleased to know that apartheid in South
Africa was outlawed, and that his movement inspired the
Bristol Omnibus Company in England to integrate its riders, as
was the case in Montgomery, Alabama.
While these are positive achievements there is cause for
worry, and King would have been the first to make his views
known about it.
Don Lemon the CNN anchor said recently that the number
one problem affecting Blacks is out-of-wedlock-births. He
says that this is destroying the Black community. According
to Lemon, “Just because you can have a baby, it doesn’t mean
you should, especially without planning for one or getting
married first. More than 72 percent of children in the AfricanAmerican community are born out of wedlock. That means
absent fathers. And the studies show that the lack of a role
model is an express train to prison and the cycle continues.”
In 1963 only 25 percent of Black children were born out of
wedlock, and this was seen as a crisis at the time.
One can argue whether the 2013 figure is really 72 percent
or slightly lower, but this is irrelevant. The structure of Black
families is disintegrating, and it is causing a crisis. The fact
is that each family will do well to have responsible parents,
and this means being involved in the welfare of the children.
King had argued that more needed to be done to address the
economic inequities that existed between whites and Blacks.
He would be disappointed to learn that in 2009 the median net
worth among whites was 20 times more than that of Blacks’.
Then there is education. There is more that can be done
to improve literacy and to get Black students to pass the
standardised tests. In a good many cases, funding is lacking
in Black school districts, when compared to affluent white
neighbourhoods.
Poverty, drugs, Black-on-Black crimes, drop-outs from
school, and a justice system that treats Blacks unfairly at times
have combined to undermine the structure of Black families.
The American Civil Liberties Union states that, “[Blacks]
are more often likely than whites to be arrested for the same
crime, and in some places their arrest is over eight times more
likely”.
King would be horrified to see sagging pants, the use of the
N-word that seems to be ingrained in the vocabulary, and low
self-esteem among young adults.
There is the view that the destiny of Blacks lies in their own
hands. According to one publication, “Americans who finish
high school, work full-time and wait until they are 21 and
married before they have children have only a two percent
chance of being poor.”
If Blacks meet these three conditions, then the dream of
Martin Luther King will be realised.

T

Are we closer to achieving Martin Luther King’s ‘content of character’ dream?

W

Two decades earlier another peacemaker said,
“All humanity is one undivided and indivisible family.”
He was Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, who became an
inspiration for Martin Luther King.
In the years since the ‘dream speech’, there have been
fundamental changes in the US. What are these changes, and if
King were to visit again, what would the children say to him?
In short, how is the ‘content of character’ played out in the
cities, in the suburbs and the boardrooms of America?
The pictures from segregation are harrowing. It was in 1954
that the Supreme Court upheld the case in Brown vs the Board
of Education. This meant that the classrooms were opened up
to children of all races. Thurgood Marshall took on the case,
and he later went on to become the first Black judge in the US
Supreme Court.
But even though the classrooms were desegregated, there
was discrimination in other places.
In 1955 Rosa Parks was arrested after she refused to give
her seat to a white passenger in the bus. This took place in
Montgomery, Alabama.
A year later the Federal government was forced to send in
the troops to escort Black students to a school in Little Rock,
Arkansas. In North Carolina there was sit-in at Woolworth’s
led by Black students to protest discrimination. The dreaded
Ku Klux Klan also made their hooded presence felt by
attacking Blacks.
These and other incidents catapulted Martin Luther King
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If King were to revisit America, he would be
pleased with many changes that are for the better. The schools
are fully integrated, and many children have made good use
of education and have moved on to good jobs, even running
corporations.
College enrolment records show that both Blacks and
whites earn about the same for comparable qualifications.
Blacks hold dearly the right to vote, and for the most part
they take that right seriously. Some of them have become
Governors and Mayors and the Jim Crow laws are a thing of
the past.
King would be happy to see a black President in Barack
Obama, something that he could only dream about in 1963,
when he was holding “these truths to be self-evident”. The
election of a Black President has engendered pride among
Blacks and a desire by many children to do well in school.
One positive aspect of the Obama campaign is that he
was able to cross the racial divide, and to pick up white votes
even more than John Kerry did in 2004. America has come a
long way when voters chose a Black candidate Deval Patrick
to be the Governor of Massachusetts. Deval was re-elected as
Governor for a second term in 2010.
In terms of race relations there is no more segregation in
parks, in sports, the armed forces, or in other public places.
But there is a more fundamental analysis to segregation.
America has realised that discrimination should be outlawed,
both in word and deed. Today, there are several ways of
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The staff and members at Carpenters’ and Allied Workers Local 27 remember
all those who served and who are on active duty today, including our own Local 27
brothers and sisters. Today we think of all our fellow Canadians at sea and at bases
and deployments around the world who protect us, who stand on guard, and make the
ultimate sacrifice for our freedom.

Lest We Forget.
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ARTS & LITERATURE

Stirrings of Hope an immaculate blend of life & the natural world

I

n Haimnauth Ramkirath’s fifth book of poetry, Stirrings
of Hope & Other Poems, poetry blends immaculately with
life and the natural world that one can hardly distinguish
one from the other.
Here is poetry that engages the senses and the mind with
fresh, rich images drawn from the world around us. The
language is simple and natural like a flowing river at ease,
yet sounding the depths that we all
sometimes crave to reach.
This work is bound to evoke a wide
range of feelings and emotions from
its readers. And there is always the
pleasure of the music of the language,
the poetic devices, the rhythms and
rhymes, the sound of the words, and
the movement of the lines.
Ramkirath
But Haimnauth also clearly
demonstrates that the poet needs to address the vexing issues
and challenges of the contemporary world.
He does this admirably when he speaks of the existential
threat posed by global warming in the following lines of the
poem Unaccustomed Things:

ground
little know of the beauty of things around.
There are moments of reflection and contemplation, and
there are also moments of relaxation and light humour as
revealed in the poem, The Squirrel:
I wished it had eaten the sun-ripened tomatoes and left no
trail.
But it’s easy to know what brought me such sweet travail.
It’s the garden squirrel that tore deep into their flesh,
and scattered the wounded tomatoes on the deck.
The squirrel mounts the trunk of a cherry tree.
It reaches the top and grins; it sees the harvest it wrecked.
It mocks my angry shouts and fists; it throws a limb on my
face.
And when I shake the tree, it sends down a volley of threats,
and from a little furry thing a belligerence I never expect.
But when it’s on the ground and sees me around
it jumps over vines, iron spikes, rough walls and fences,
and wouldn’t mind a tumble and a grazed tail
to be a mile away with plans for an assault on another
tomato tree.

The good Earth has her ways.
Ill-fated patterns etched on nights and days.
Eyes in the storms frenzied and wild —
the gathered woes — the elements we’ve riled.

And Haimnauth is not afraid to call out the hypocrites and
the depraved gurus who have mesmerised the gullible millions.
This is succinctly expressed in the poem, A Stirring Speech:

There’s little of that fair wind.
The tides on storefronts; the forests on fire.
On every hand a singe,
and unaccustomed things feed the hour.
And he addresses the plight of the hungry and poor in the
following excerpt from the poem, The Measure of a Delight:
Think of the poor and the famished,
and the circumference of the world they inhabit.
They have scant praise for the setting sun
if their feeble eyes dared to watch the celestial fun.
And what’s the rapture in a rainbow
to those who have but ribs and sunken eyes to show.
They wait and watch with listless eyes

in a world of infestation and flies.
What’s the hope in what life can give
when they cease to think whether it’s better to die or to live.
And what’s the good if flowers bloom before their eyes—
their children too weak even to cry.

I listened to the deep and tranquil sea.
I heard no sound from human or beast;
there was no sermon, no admonition,
no raised hands on a lectern.
I saw no flowing robe;
I saw no beard white like the Himalayan snow.
No honeyed charlatan unraveled the mystery.

When the blithe breeze plays on their hair
it lifts the dust that mingles with their tears.
The measure of their delight:
some lentil soup and boiled rice.
Those who feel unrelenting hunger and dampness in the

Yet, a stirring speech was uttered by the sea.
A message so clear; a message unerringly divine.
It needed no applause from human hands.
But there was a gliding falcon:
a stillness and a power in that breathtaking silence.

Winter is coming: time to make sure we defend our democracy

A

s the month of October heralds the brilliant colours
of fall, the winter, however, threatens to be a
miserable one.
The coronavirus is still with us and mutating. Global
warming is getting worse. Russian President Vladimir Putin’s
war in the Ukraine, and its threat to Europe, and even to the
world, are a growing reality.
The global economy is affected, and inflation, and a possible
recession are ominous.
Living in Canada, a Liberal democracy,
is a country that is the envy of the world.
Bernard
We have all the resources needed not just to
Heydorn
survive, but to flourish. Ironically, Guyana
is another country that possesses such good
fortune.
However, recent events seem to indicate
our good luck may be running out.
Nowhere was this more evident than the ‘Freedom Convoy’
to Ottawa last February, and the illegal takeover of the
downtown area of that city by the above group.
The federal Liberal government eventually invoked the
Emergencies Act for the first time in Canadian history to
salvage the situation. The Public Service Enquiry Commission
is presently examining the circumstances of the choice.
What is emerging are details of the breakdown of law
and order; the attack on democracy in the shadow of our
Houses of Parliament; the threats and blockading of daily life
and activities of citizens in Ottawa, our nation’s capital, the
paralysis of our police forces, the rule of law being thrown
out the window, and the Prime Minister and other federal
politicians going into hiding for safety’s sake!
The rule of lawlessness had taken over the streets. Stores
and businesses were closed for three weeks, while the so-called
‘freedom convoy’ intimidated, threatened, insulted, and even
attacked law abiding citizens trying to carry on with their daily
lives.
Many folks remained trapped in their own homes, unable to
get out, unable to sleep, and get medical help.
The emergency phone lines were blocked. Blocked streets,
driveways, horns blaring, men, women, even children parading
with signs such as “[Expletive] Trudeau”, were representatives
of the ‘Canadian Freedom Envoy’, bringing us messages of
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peace and prosperity from across our country.
Spotted and prominently marching on Parliament among
the protesters was none other than a Conservative politician,
a member of Parliament who later became the leader of the
federal Conservative party!
He could become the Prime Minister at the next federal
election. Heaven help us!
Right wing radicals, religious fanatics, extremists,
opportunists, and US citizens appeared
out of the woodwork to support the cause.
The border with the US in a number of
places was illegally blockaded by gangs of
‘protesters’ and ‘freedom fighters’.
This shut down travel and sectors of
our economy. These folks should probably
reside in countries like Iran, Russia, China,
North Korea, and others along the Axis of evil to experience
their version of ‘freedom’.
Finances and support for the insurrection were pouring
in millions of dollars from radicalised religious and criminal
groups of supporters in the US, from some of our own police
force and military, who unbelievably were reportedly supplying
leaks of information to facilitate the insurrectionists!
Support also came from among relatives, friends, and
neighbours – a Fifth Column of Canadians living in our midst,
including a number of former immigrants, showing their
‘gratitude’ for living in Canada!
It is no wonder a very senior Police Officer in the melee
reportedly said, “Cut me a cheque and I am out of here!”
The Emergencies Act opened doors to bring back law and
order to our country. For that we have to thank our Liberal
Prime Minister and his colleagues. The Police forces combined
to get the job done.
The citizens of Ottawa could literally breathe again, as
fires were put out that were started on the street to facilitate
cooking and partying.
There are many lingering questions. How did this ‘Trojan
Horse’ operation pass the security and ‘smell test’?
Why was the military not called in as a previous Prime
Minister, father of the current Prime Minister, did to quell an
uprising in Quebec?
How are the ring leaders, the destroyers, the law breakers

being punished, if at all?
Many believed this was Canada’s version of former US
President Donald Trump’s attack on the Capitol in the US in
an alleged attempt to usurp democracy in that country.
The insurrectionists even made a list of names for the
removal of our democratic government.
The fallout from these events is growing. The current
threats to the safety of our Liberal federal politicians and
their families are increasingly real and dangerous. There is a
shortage of police protection for the above, as the difficulty
of obtaining recruits to the police forces, together with
resignations, have stretched the limits of what protection the
police can provide.
Some of these politicians are opting for resignation, or are
not re-running in future elections. The strategy of the law
breakers seem to be working. The radicals are getting bolder,
one even breaking through the gates of the Prime Minister’s
official residence in Ottawa.
Would they do that in Putin’s Russia? Monkey know what
limb to climb on.
The new Premier of Alberta Danielle Smith is a right winger
with extremist views who is unveiling her policy. This does not
bode well, neither for Alberta, nor for Canada.
Inflation is on the rise. The coronavirus has taken a huge
bite out of the budget. As my father used to say, “Money does
not grow on trees!”
Climate change, wars, weapons, mental illness, and
universal upheavals are all taking their toll on the populace.
Trump and his followers, both in the US and Canada, are
not unfazed by his evil, allegedly criminal, and unpunished
actions. They remain staunch cult followers. Democracy in the
US seems to be on a razor’s edge.
Canada perhaps is not so far behind. Where do we stand?
How much do we value our democracy?
Will our politicians follow the examples of radicals – greed,
false beliefs, and failed institutions? How much of this evil will
our voters swallow?
The future is in our hands. More disconcerting information
is coming out of the ‘Freedom Convoy’ enquiry. It seems that
we could be entering a winter of discontent.
If the creeks don’t rise and the sun still shines I’ll be talking
to you.
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Law group calls on AG
to ‘ventilate’ indemnity

matic weapons, there is now double, triple and even quadruple
murders in single events. So these investments and recruits like
you are needed,” he said.
Meanwhile, Acting Police Commissioner McDonald Jacob
noted that the latest batch of recruits had entered the TTPS at
a critical juncture.
“We continue to have in Trinidad and Tobago, a high incidence of organised crime and violence and unwanted gang
activities in our streets and in
our communities,” he said.
Referring to the recruits as
“patrollers” who will have a
positive impact on the crime
situation, Jacob said, “I am not
saying at all that patrols alone
will do it. I am saying that
patrols will be a key factor in
going forward in dealing with
the crime situation.”
He added, “Your very presence… actually speaks to
the TTPS for strategic planning, which is reaffirming our
shared focus and values in an
McDonald Jacob
era of exponential change.
Your first task will be on the ground as a patroller.”
Pointing out that this aspect of policing had diminished
over the last two years due to the Covid-19 pandemic, Jacob
said while many officers had drifted away from patrolling, it
remained the backbone, foundation, and nucleus of the TTPS.
He said with more focus placed on patrolling over the last
three months, additional mobile and foot presence led to
increases in seizures, with 88 officers receiving commendations
and financial incentives for their efforts.
However, Jacob also noted that officers in the service today
want to be everything else except a patrol officer. But he
reminded them that they had been tasked with an important
responsibility.
“The population is looking to us to return our beloved country to a sense of normalcy, and a state of safety and security,”
he said.

Port-of-Spain – The Criminal Bar Association last week
indicated its disappointment that Trinidad and Tobago’s
Attorney General Reginald Armour opted not to provide details
to the Law Association about the role of a former attorney general who signed off a plea deal with a witness against a political
opponent.
In a statement signed by its president Israel Khan, the association said the terms of the indemnity agreement signed by
former attorney general Faris Al-Rawi and attorney Vincent
Nelson “must be ventilated under due process of law in our
courts” to determine whether any criminal offences were committed.
Last week Armour opted not to answer the Law Association
on the basis that the civil case filed by Nelson is yet to be determined. Also, that there was
a possibility of the criminal
charges being relaid.
Al-Rawi said he relied on
the advice of two senior counsel on the terms of the indemnity agreement.
Nelson was the main witness against former attorney
general Anand Ramlogan and
former UNC senator Gerald
Ramdeen in a series of criminal offences relating to legal
fees kickback scheme.
However, on October 10,
Israel Khan
Director of Public Prosecutions
Roger Gaspard discontinued the charges on the basis of demands
from the witness to settle a purported breach of the indemnity
agreement.
Nelson pleaded guilty to the offences, was fined (TT) $2.5
million, and has up to January
2023 to pay.
However, he is claiming
that he will not testify if the
Attorney General does not
hold up his end of the indemnity agreement, which includes
paying the fine.
In its statement, the
Criminal Bar Association
said that Gaspard, Armour,
and Prime Minister Dr Keith
Rowley owe it to the public
to give full explanations “in
the fullness of time” of all the
Faris Al-Rawi
circumstances that led to the
dropping of the charges against Ramlogan and Ramdeen.
The association also reiterated the questions the Law
Association posed to Armour about Al-Rawi’s role in getting
the witness to co-operate.
In his response to the Law Association, Armour said it was
inappropriate for him to comment further in the matter, as his
office was the defendant in the (TT) $100 million civil claim
filed by Nelson seeking compensation for an alleged breach of
the indemnity agreement.
The Law Association in its statement on the matter said if
the terms of the indemnity agreement were accurate, then “it is
simply wrong; criminal investigations and prosecutions should
carry no political taint”.

Colm Imbert
Jwala Rambarran
appeals.”
Imbert also hinted there could be a result in the Ministry’s
favour upon appeal, hence the decision to go forward.
“It should also be noted that the Ministry of Finance has since
September 2015 prevailed and been successful in the majority of

matters heard and determined in our local courts…” he stated.
Imbert issued the statement in response to an editorial that
appears in the Trinidad Express, which discussed the lawsuits
filed successfully against the State by Rohini Ramkissoon and
Jwala Rambarran.
In October, during the Standing Finance Committee examination of the Finance Ministry’s (TT) $7.9 billion allocation in
the 2023 Budget, Imbert confirmed that his ministry had allocated part of its budget to deal with legal matters.
“The Ministry of Finance appears to be a target of members opposite [UNC], so we’re getting all sorts of Freedom of
Information requests and then pre-action protocol letters, then
applications for judicial review, then constitutional motions,”
Imbert said.
He added, “These come against the Finance Ministry, the
Minister of Finance. Sometimes they come against officials of
the Finance Ministry, and therefore, this provision is to deal
with this barrage of litigation flowing from Members opposite,”
Imbert told the Standing Finance Committee.

New officers in the Trinidad & Tobago Police Force told they are entering policing in “a very violent society”

New batch of police officers joins T&T’s war on crime
Port-of-Spain – A new batch of 110 police officers were
welcomed into the Trinidad and Tobago Police Service last week
with National Security Minister Fitzgerald Hinds warning, “You
are entering the arena of policing in a very violent society”.
At the time, Hinds was delivering remarks at the Passing Out
Parade of Batch Two of 2021 at the Police Academy in St James.
Additionally, Hinds told the new officers, “The violent
extremists and criminal elements have virtually declared war
against peace and good order
in our society. You will be
tested severely in many ways...
Adorn yourself, therefore, with
courage and fearlessness and
discipline to push that, and
them, back.”
Hinds also reminded the
graduates that while they will
be functioning where wickedness, selfishness, murder, and
all other manners of evil may
prevail, that they should always
stand for the law.
“You stand for what is
right. You stand for justice,” he
Fitzgerald Hinds
declared.
Hinds said he was proud of the work being performed by
officers in all sections and divisions, noting that all firearms in
cases for 2022 have so far been analysed and entered into the
system. Doing so has allowed officers to acquire information in
a timely manner, he said.
He also reminded the officers they will be held to very high
moral and ethical standards, and will be accountable to the laws
of Trinidad and Tobago.
Against the backdrop of a spiralling murder rate, Hinds said,
“We live in a very violent and corrupt society, where guns are
made easily available.
“Sadly, we in Trinidad and Tobago are facing the prospect
of shortly arriving at 500 murders in this wonderful and wonderfully blessed land. Some emanating from domestic circumstances, some out of petty instances, some out of retaliation, and
many, if not most, are gang-related. And with access to auto-

Govt plans to appeal High Court judgements for Rambarran & Ramkissoon

Port-of-Spain – The Ministry of Finance last week indicated it will appeal a number of recent High Court judgements,
among them and most notably the ones in favour of former
Central Bank governor Jwala Rambarran.
It will also appeal the judgement for former Inland Revenue
acting commissioner Rohini Ramkissoon.
Last week Minister of Finance, Colm Imbert MP, confirmed
the Ministry’s intention to appeal these two cases in an official
statement.
“With respect to both these decisions of Ramkissoon and
Rambarran, we respectfully disagree with the decisions of the
first instance judges. However, we are constrained in what
can be said in relation to these matters as they are sub judice,”
Imbert noted in the statement.
Additionally, “In our judicial system, there is recourse to the
Court of Appeal and the Privy Council to settle such legal disputes. In many cases, our Court of Appeal overturns decisions
made in the High Court, and decisions in the High Court only
stand if not appealed. We, therefore, await the outcome of our
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Warner passes on Netflix docuseries
Port-of-Spain – Former FIFA vice president Trinidad and Tobago goalkeeper, now ESPN
Jack Warner last week expressed disinterest sports analyst, Shaka Hislop.
in a Netflix docuseries that explores the socIn one clip, Warner said: “FIFA will feel a
cer organisation. According
tsunami coming. Trust me,
to media reports out of
you haven’t seen it yet.” In
Trinidad and Tobago, when
another clip, Warner said,
approached for a comment,
“Our business is our busiWarner replied that the
ness”.
Netflix docuseries “doesn’t
In a clip from Hislop’s
interest” him.
interview, he said, “The
On November 9, Netflix
impacts (of corruption in
will release FIFA Uncovered,
FIFA) go to every corner of
which it stated “traces
the planet.”
the organisation’s legacy,
Warner has been accused
exploring the pageantry,
of racketeering, wire fraud,
power struggles, and polimoney laundering, and
tics of hosting the World
bribery. It is also alleged
Cup”.
that he accepted millions of
Last week Netflix posted
dollars in bribes to ensure
a one-minute-36-secondSouth Africa became World
long trailer for the series
Cup hosts in 2010.
Jack Warner
on its social media pages.
When contacted by the
According to the trailer, “For decades, FIFA media in Trinidad and Tobago last week about
united the globe through football. But behind the Netflix docuseries, Warner responded, “I’m
the game, craftier schemes were at play.”
not aware of it, and I don’t want to be aware of
The trailer included brief clips that showed it. It doesn’t really interest me.”
Warner, who is now facing charges of corThe docuseries will be released 11 days
ruption, along with an interview with former before the 2022 World Cup begins in Qatar.

Residents block the roads & light fires in Palo Seco last week to protest poverty,
crime, & rising food prices in their community

South residents block roads in fiery protests

Port-of-Spain – Farmers braved rising
Additionally, Ramoutar said residents had
waters to rescue livestock last week after heavy to bear these costs as a result of the floods. It
rains triggered flooding in several parts of was time for the authorities to take Woodland
Penal, Debe, and Barrackpore.
seriously by mitigating flooding by installing
The heavy rains,
another pump at
along with a rising
the 14 gates, he
tide flooded lowsaid.
lying areas in the
President of the
South Oropouche
South Oropouche
Drainage Basin,
Riverine Flood
destroying crops,
Action
Group
and inundating
Edward Moodie,
many households.
said many crops
At Tulsa Trace
were destroyed
in Penal, farmfollowing masers were reported
sive breaches in
struggling through
the riverbank that
the floods to save
flooded Wood–
livestock.
land.
Farmer Gerard A pundit conducts puja at the Teerath site in
Moodie also
Deonarine said Woodland even as flood waters rose in the said the pumps
area last week in south Trinidad
he took the prehad been funccaution of re-locating his animals on higher tioning at Tulsa Trace, but noted its capacground the night before.
ity was insufficient to deal with the volume
Another resident, Sunil Ramoutar said resi- of water arriving in the South Oropouche
dents were forced to purchase pumps to drain Drainage Basin from the Bhagmania and
their properties.
Trinidad Rivers.
“If I did not do this, I would be knee-deep
“Without a pump, we cannot escape floods.
in water,” he said.
We need another pump in Woodland,” he said.

Port-of-Spain – Residents in the southwestern constituency of Palo Seco last week staged
fiery demonstrations and blocked roads with
debris and burning tires to protest the growing
unemployment rate, escalating crime, and the
rising cost of living.
The protests halted traffic in and out of
the area early last week as resident took to the
streets saying they were desperate for the government’s assistance.
The Trinidad and Tobago Electricity
Commission encountered several blockades
after technicians were dispatched to secure
fallen cables where protesters had cut down
trees to block the roads. Police and the Fire
Service later cleared the debris.
Meanwhile, residents indicated that the
demonstrations would continue until the
issues affecting their lives were addressed
by relevant authorities. Calls were made for
responses from Member of Parliament for the
area, Labour Minister Stephen McClashie, and
Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley.
Said resident Frank Ronald: “This country is
so filthy rich, and it is a shame to see we have
poverty-stricken people… who get up in the
morning and don’t know where they are getting something to eat.”
Ronald added, “That is the reason why on a
daily basis there is an increase in crime in the
Palo Seco area. We are calling on the authorities, ‘Please do not close your eyes; do not turn
your backs on the bad situation that right now
is confronting our country’. It is time we get
serious and say, ‘Enough is enough’.”
Speaking on behalf of demonstrators,

said that as 2022 begins winding down, the
From Page 1
forecasts appear so far to be holding true.
leave the country.”
The forecast is that this year could end with
Earlier this week, the Trinidad Express noted
that according to analysis of trending data, it 585 murders if immediate action is not taken.
was found that 2022 could end with a startling The upper limits of this year’s forecast could
go as high as 763 deaths,
number of 585 murders.
with the lower limits already
It meant that this total
surpassed, which was 407
could become the highdeaths.
est number of reported
As Seepersad noted,
murders in the history of
“Even as the year winds
Trinidad and Tobago.
down, the numbers appear
According to the Express,
to be holding true to the
the forecast was based on
data, within the accepttrend analysis and computable margins. We’ve already
er model projections done
crossed the lower limit. And
by Dr Randy Seepersad, and
for now, all that is left is
which was modeled with
to see how far it goes. The
statistics acquired from the
projections still stand, and
Trinidad and Tobago Police
I don’t see anything which
Service Crime and Problem
will cause us to deviate from
Analysis Branch for 1990 to
Randy Seepersad
it as yet.”
2019 to predict values up
Criminologist Darius Figueira also told the
to 2030.
Seepersad is a co-ordinator of the media he too believed this year could see the
Criminology Unit at The University of the highest number of murders on record.
Said Figueira: “What we have is a series of
West Indies. In an earlier media interview, he

unfortunate events taking place. Transnational this is happening, to the effect that even as a
crime has seen an upswing in a period where criminologist, it is difficult to see what will be
the corridor for illegal arms trade between the happening this year.”
[US] and the Caribbean has been reopened.
Figueira added that 2022 was “almost an
And this is something that is affecting the anomaly because we have the characteristics
of two different models in
entire Caribbean region.”
He added, “We will feel
play”. As a result, he said
it was “difficult to give a
it worse in Trinidad and
reasonable average of how
Tobago because we live
high this murder toll will
here, but when you look at
go, or how long this period
the entire region, countries
of anomalous activities will
are seeing increased crimes
last”.
via the use of firearms
and increased murders all
However, he added, “…I
can see this year going as
because this one corridor
high as 550, or even up to
has reopened, along with
600 murders, when comthe increase in transnationpared to other reports, espeal crimes. On top of this,
coming out of the pandemic
cially with the type of weaponry that criminal elements
and in a world where the
cost of living appears to be
are utilising right now. I
Darius Figueira
am hoping, of course, that
continuously on the rise,
you have the perfect tinder on which to strike it remains at lower tiers. But given all these
a match for deviant activity. Persons are being things that have happened, one can see why
laid off, people are suffering, and they feel like this year may indeed be shaping up to be the
crime is the only real way to survive. So all of bloodiest one in our nation to date.”

Floods hit residents, farmers in Penal, Debe, & Barrackpore

Ronald said residents had taken the decision
to protest on the streets as a result of high fuel
prices, unemployment, crime, and poor roads
in the area.
He added that rising costs had left many
residents desperate, which have resulted in a
high crime rate.
Said Ronald: “The first thing that we would
like to address is the high price of gasoline...
We think it is ridiculous, and we are calling on
the authorities to drop the price of gasoline.
The drivers of this country are under a real
strain as it is.”
He added, “[Apart] from the gasoline, we
also want to talk about the high price of groceries. There are a lot of poor people in this
area, especially since they closed Petrotrin, the
unemployment in this area is very, very high.
There are children who cannot go to school…
because they cannot pay the taxi fares…; they
have nothing to eat on a daily basis, and thus
the reason why we have such a problem [with
poverty].”
Ronald also noted that the roads remain
neglected.
“We are living in the country where we have
all the assets: asphalt, oil, everything to have
some of the most beautiful roads. We have
natural gas. [Yet] poverty is rising every day,”
he said.
Ronald called on Rowley to intervene, saying, “[Rowley] seems to be disrespectful in how
he is dealing with the citizens. It is time to get
the shame out of his face and do something
with the money. If he cannot do anything, leave
the office...”

Trend analysis showing T&T could hit a record high for murders in 2022
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Awaara expresses modernistic view on man shaped by his environment

By Shreyash Goyal
n The Departed (2006), the character of Frank Costello
played by Jack Nicholson, says the iconic lines, “I am not a
product of my environment. My environment is a product
of me.”
That is not the case with Raj (played by Raj Kapoor) in
Awaara (1951). He is a product of his environment and
his circumstances have shaped him. The biggest question
asked in Awaara is whether the character of a man’s father
decides his own character and personality, or whether it is his
environment, company, education, and circumstances that
form it.
Aggrieved by his false conviction based on flimsy grounds,
Jagga resolves to prove to Justice Raghunath (the judge who
has convicted him) that it is not the law of nature that the son
of a goon will always be a goon. Justice Raghunath convicted
Jagga of rape on little evidence, and on the ground that since
his father was a criminal, there is no doubt that Jagga has
committed the crime.
It is debatable whether such a perception is similar in
degree to expressions like “the apple doesn’t fall far from the
tree”, or “a chip off the old block”, or not. Nevertheless, it has
been made evident in the film that such an analogy comes
out of a deep-seated prejudice, out of an extremely irrational
opinion that good people are born out of good people, and
only criminals are born out of criminals.
Jagga escapes, kidnaps the judge’s wife for revenge. She
comes back unharmed, but now the judge cannot shake off
the nagging suspicion that the child she gives birth to may
not be his own. As a result, he throws his pregnant wife out
of his house on the lines of The Ramayana where Lord Ram
questions the honour of Sita.
His wife and son Raj have to languish in a slum and live
in acute poverty. Raj grows up in the shadow of Jagga as his
protégé to become a talented criminal with frequent visits to
the jail. Here we see that the son of a judge has grown up to
become a thief.
Released right after India got its independence, Awaara
raised a very significant social question and sought to address
an issue that eluded us for centuries – the legitimacy of a caste
system based strictly on hereditary lines.
There were four castes in the Vedic society, and each caste
had a specific function to perform, and people born in a
family not falling within these four castes were considered to
be untouchables. This system decided the destiny of a man by
virtue of his birth in a family, and not on his interests, skills or

I

Poster from the movie Awaara
tendencies. This system divided the society in such a way that
lower caste families always remained socially inferior.
In India, there are two opinions in this regard: one, which
supports the Varna system, founded on hereditary lines; and
the other, which considers it to be flawed and based on antiindividualistic values.
Deendayal Upadhyaya, a supporter of the Varna system,
said that society is self-born and forms an organic unity
inherited from a caste-based antiquarian arrangement that
should not be disturbed. Comparing society to a human body
and each caste to an organ, he said that like organs in the
human body, each caste is complementary to another, and
that the society can function as a whole only when each caste
performs its individual function.
Supporters of this view include M.M. Malviya, Bharat Ratna
and founder of the Banaras Hindu University.
However, Dayanand Saraswati, the founder of Arya
Samaj, and a renowned scholar of the Vedas and the Sanskrit
language, was the first Hindu reformer to have maintained

that in the Vedic society, hereditary castes did not exist, and
children were categorised to perform different functions
according to their interests. Yet, the Arya Samajis and the
Sanatanists joined together to form the Hindu Mahasabha in
1915.
Even Mahatma Gandhi, who was against untouchability,
said that the system of four castes is fundamental, natural, and
essential, and that it has saved Hinduism from disintegration.
Socrates argued that an ideal city must be constructed
where the social fabric would be based on a three-fold caste
system. Socrates argued that in the ideal republic, each person
is best suited to one thing, and should be assigned this one job.
He argued that we will lie to the people, tell them the ‘noble
lie’ of a Phoenician story, that people were born from the earth
and there are three races of people because the metals of gold,
silver, and bronze flow in their veins.
Note that these are the three metals of the Olympic games,
gold as first place, silver as second, and bronze as third.
However, Socrates also said that children must be observed,
and their interests and tendencies must be determined at an
early age. Those who can think, but cannot be athletic would
be workers. Those who can be athletic, but cannot study will
be the police; and those who are both educated and athletic
would be philosophers, educators, and rulers.
Against this backdrop, Awaara expressed a modernistic
view that a man is made by his circumstances and
environment, and his bloodline has little or no bearing on his
personality.
Jagga is successful in proving that if exposed to a particular
environment, a child born even out of the noblest man can
grow up to become a criminal. Raj was an innocent child at
first, but circumstances forced him to steal and cheat, and
eventually, it is the circumstances which force him to kill
Jagga. It was not his genes that made him a criminal, it was his
circumstances.
The view expressed by Awaara was in consonance with the
spirit of Independence and creating a new India, and appealed
to the common sentiment of social upliftment and justice. It
was its advocacy of the reformative theory of punishment that
puts a certain amount of liability on the society for creating a
criminal, which made it a landmark film.
After Awaara, few movies were made that had such an
impact. Because of its premise and social message, it was
appreciated world over. It has become a family movie in
countries like Russia, Ukraine, Turkey, Japan, and others, and
now remains one of the most popular movies in the world.

Sunil Dutt excelled in roles as an actor, social activist, & a politician

A

ctor, social activist and politician, Sunil Dutt wore
many hats and excelled in a plethora of roles that
came his way – both on and off screen.
Sunil Dutt was born on June 6, 1928 in a Khurd village of
Jhelum, Punjab (now in Pakistan). When he was five years old,
his father Diwan Raghunath Dutt died.
At the age of 18, he witnessed the Hindu-Muslim riots after
the partition of India. His father’s friend Yakub saved Sunil’s
entire family, including his mother Kulwantidevi Dutt, brother
Som Dutt, and a sister Raj Rani Bali from these riots, and they
re-settled in the small village of Mandauli, Yamuna Nagar in
Punjab (now in Haryana).
He with his mother then moved to Lucknow, and lived
in Aminabad Galli. After a short period, they moved to
Mumbai, where he joined Jai Hind College and completed his
graduation in 1954.
He first started off as a radio show host and celebrity
interviewer, which led to his first encounter with the glamour
world.
Interestingly, wife-to-be Nargis was one of the celebrities
he met in the course of his work. Soon, Dutt got a chance to
enter the film-world, when director Ramesh Saigal offered him
the hero’s role in his Nalini Jaywant starrer Railway Platform
(1955).
Ek Hi Raasta (1956), marked the start of a seven-film long
association with B.R. Chopra. Dutt’s true breakthrough came
with Mehboob Khan’s magnum opus Mother India (1957).
His portrayal of Birju, Nargis’ rebellious younger son,
exuded a raw, urgent energy. Dutt’s association with Nargis in
the movie resulted in a more serious one, when he married her
after the release of the film.
Dutt’s role in women-oriented films like Sadhna (1958),
Sujata (1959), and Main Chup Rahungi (1962) were wellappreciated.
Noted filmmakers like Bimal Roy, Hrishikesh Mukherji and
B.R. Chopra dared to defy Sunil Dutt’s established rebellious
Birju image and cast him as a sensitive lover.
Dutt turned producer in the early 1960s with a couple of
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Sunil Dutt with Nargis
offbeat movies: Yeh Raaste Hain Pyar Ke (1963), where heroine
Leela Naidu has an adulterous relationship; and Mujhe Jeene
Do (1963), where he played a dacoit.
In his cinematic association with B.R. Chopra, Dutt gave
three big hits in the 1960s: Gumraah (1963), Waqt (1965), and
Humraaz (1967).
He also worked with South Indian filmmakers, which
resulted in emotion-heavy, rural-based hits with Nutan like
Khandaan, and Milan.
In 1967, he had a hat-trick of hits with Milan, Meherban,
and Humraaz. His role as a buffoon in Mehmood’s Padosan
(1968) was much appreciated.
In 1981, Dutt’s world was rocked when his wife Nargis died
after a protracted battle with cancer. He later joined politics
and social work.
But the actor in Dutt continued to surface during the last
decade with movies with select filmmakers like J.P. Dutta
(Kshatriya) and Yash Chopra (Parampara). His last screen
cameo was in Rajkumar Hirani’s immensely popular laugh riot
Munnabhai MBBS, where he played on-screen father to his son
Sanjay.

Although he worked with his son Sanjay in Rocky (1981),
Kshatriya (1993), and Munna Bhai MBBS (2003), both
father and son appeared together in scenes only in the latter.
Ironically, it was also Sunil Dutt’s last ever Bollywood release
before his death in 2005.
Due to his exceptional contribution to society, he won
numerous awards, as well as titles, and his fans today
remember him not just an actor of Hindi cinema but also a
great personality of India.
He won Filmfare Best Actor Award for the movies Mujhe
Jeene Do in 1963, and for Khandan in 1965. In 1964, he
received the National Film Award for the film Yaadein. In
1967, he won the BFJA award for Best Actor for the movie
Milan.
In 1968, he received the Padma Shri from the Indian
government. In 1995, he won the Filmfare Lifetime
Achievement Award for his valuable contribution to the Indian
film industry. In 1998, he got the Rajiv Gandhi National
Sadbhavana Award from the government of India.
He was honoured with Lifetime Achievement Award three
more times: first by Star Screen in 1997; second by Anandalok
Awards in 2000; and third by Zee Cine Award in 2001.
In 2005, he acquired the Phalke Ratna Award by the
Dadasaheb Phalke Academy. IIFS, London also honoured him
with the Glory of India Award.
On May 25, 2005, at the age of 76, he died of heart attack at
his home in Bandra Mumbai, and was cremated with complete
State honours at Santacruz Crematorium in Mumbai.
Prior to his death, he was youth affairs and sports minister
with the ruling Congress coalition government. He was a
popular politician, and one of the first actors from Bombay’s
huge movie industry to enter politics. He was elected five times
as a member of Parliament.
Besides being a big supporter of secularism, he was totally
against the concept of dowry, and it is said that he told his wife
to come in the same dress that she wore during the wedding to
his house. He also made a film, Yeh Aag Kab Bujhegi, on this
topic.
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Indian movies & culture make the connection at New Brunswick club
By Lane Harrison
“When people come in, [they] get to watch
ccording to Priya Sharan and Jai
and relax for the two and a half hours, or three
Balakrishnan, Indian culture and
hours of movie, and then connect with their
movies are intertwined. The two
friends and family there, and then feel like
are part of the leadership team behind
you’re back home,” she said.
New Brunswick Movie Club, a nonShe added, “You know, that is something we
profit organisation that brings the Indian
sometimes do miss.”
community in New Brunswick and other
In recent years, chains like Cineplex have
Atlantic provinces together by screening
begun showing some Indian films, but Sharan
the most popular Indian movies in local
said they have a narrow scope.
theatres.
Most of the Indian movies shown by
“We connect with our own people,
Cineplex are Hindi cinema, Sharan said,
and the community sit together, watch it
better known as Bollywood. She said people
together, have fun, the way we used to enjoy
sometimes assume that Bollywood is the only
back home. That is something that is a onefilm industry in the country, and Hindi is the
of-a-kind experience,” said Sharan, the club’s
only language.
A group of attendees at one of the New Brunswick Movie Club’s screenings. Priya
director who works as an IT consultant in
According to the most recent census, there
Sharan supplied photo via CBC.
Moncton.
are 122 languages spoken in India by 10,000
For Sharan, movies have always been intertwined with her
She added that the positive response from the community is
people or more.
life. Her father is an actor in South India. As a kid, she loved
what has kept the club going since it began in 2018.
“We have movies in every region of India, every part of
visiting his sets. She came to Canada in 2018, after living in
Balakrishnan, a chemical engineer in Fredericton and
India. So what we did is... we focus on all Indian movies,”
Dubai for many years.
the club’s director of communications, said it helps Indian
Sharan said.
Balakrishnan has been in New Brunswick since he became a
immigrants find community in the province.
So far, they have shown films in five different languages.
student at the University of New Brunswick in 2005.
The club is an off-shoot of Edmonton Movie Club, which
As people from different regions of India immigrate to New
His passion for movies is so strong it once took him across
handles the licensing of the films the New Brunswick iteration
Brunswick, the club has been asked to screen films in specific
the border. In 2018, one of his favourite South-Indian stars,
screens.
languages, Sharan said.
Rajinikanth, released a movie called 2.0.
Two weekends ago, the club celebrated the beginning of
“We try and get that movie for them. So that way, they get
“I tried desperately to bring it to New Brunswick, and I
Diwali with a double-feature of Tamil films at the Vogue
their festive day, you know, by watching that movie together
could not,” he said.
Cinemas in Sackville. They showed the spy-thriller Sardar,
with their community,” she said.
“So I travelled to Westbrook in Maine, near Portland,
followed by the rom-com Prince.
In the 17 years since Balakrishnan came to the province,
Maine, early in the morning at five o’clock. I went to the show
In India, the two films are part of a “Diwali clash” for the
he has seen the Indian population grow and change, thanks to
there and watched the movie, and came back the same day.”
top spot at the box office, according to the newspaper The
initiatives like the federal Atlantic Immigration Program.
When Sharan arrived in 2018, she was looking for a way to
Indian Express.
He said cultural initiatives like the New Brunswick Movie
see Indian movies in New Brunswick. She met Balakrishnan
In India, festivals like Diwali are often accompanied by
Club are important for attracting and retaining immigrants.
and they decided to join forces and start the club.
hotly anticipated releases by the country’s biggest stars, Sharan
“Food, entertainment, and hobbies, like activities for the
“My family, Jai’s family, we all like watching movies… then
said.
kids and those sorts of things are very, very important,” he
we realised the whole community wants something like that,
“For every festival, we for sure get together as a family,
said, adding, “And we feel [they are] extremely essential for
so we thought, ‘Why not? Why not do it?’”
extended family, we all go to the theatres to sit and watch a
immigrants like us to get to know this place.”
According to Balakrishnan, the atmosphere at one of their
movie,” she said.
Sharan said they have found community support, but wish
screenings “is electrifying”.
If a big star has a release that doesn’t fall on a festival, then
there were more theatres available across the province in which
Sharan said the experience is something people are longing
“we turn it actually into a festival, even if it is not a festival, so
to host screenings.
for.
Indian culture and movies are intertwined,” she said.
CBC News

A
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Lock in funeral costs and protect against inflation and price increases
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Maiden call-up for Tagenarine Chanderpaul

T

agenarine Chanderpaul earned his maiden call-up last ing his debut for West Indies 28 years after his father Shivnarine
week, making his Test debut as the only uncapped player played his first test for the Caribbean side. Shivanarine
named in the West Indies team for a two-match series Chanderpaul is considered to be one of the greatest batsmen
away to Australia later this year. He is the son of
of his era.
the Guyanese batter Shivnarine Chanderpaul,
Said Haynes of Tagenarine: “He equipped
Also on the West Indies team are all-roundhimself very well in the West Indies
er Roston Chase and middle-order batsman
Championship four-day matches, and also did
Shamarh Brooks, who were recalled to the
a very good job at the top of the order against
squad.
Bangladesh A. He has what it takes to do well
West Indies will play the first test against
at the highest level.”
top-ranked Australia in Perth on November
Haynes added that Chase’s experience and
30, which will be followed by the second in
skills would be beneficial for the team, while
Adelaide on December 8. The team is ranked
Brooks’ return would bolster their middleeighth in the world in Test cricket,
order batting.
Said lead selector, Desmond Haynes: “We
Full squad: Kraigg Brathwaite (captain),
have played two series this year against England
Jermaine Blackwood, Nkrumah Bonner,
and Bangladesh and won both. We have been Tagenarine Chanderpaul Shamarh Brooks, Tagenarine Chanderpaul,
playing good Test cricket, and expect to do well against the Roston Chase, Joshua Da Silva, Jason Holder, Alzarri Joseph,
Australians on their home turf.”
Kyle Mayers, Anderson Phillip, Raymon Reifer, Kemar
Haynes praised the 26-year-old Tagenarine. He will be mak- Roach, Jayden Seales, and Devon Thomas.

Sir Andy Roberts

‘Self improvement’ should
set the pace says Sir Andy

A
Grave: WI hurting, short-term fixes needed
Q
uick solutions are needed to address the ongoing poor
Additionally, Sir Curtly declared, “Our cricket is in serious
performances by the West Indies, Cricket West Indies trouble, and we need to get something done to get back our
CEO Johnny Grave told the Mason and Guest cricket cricket somewhere near to the top again. It has been going on
radio show last week.
for two decades, and that is a long, long time, and something
At the same time, Grave indicated he has no plans to pull up has to be done.”
his stumps and head back to England.
Grave said he hoped that the CWI World
Said Grave: “We need some short-term
Cup post mortem, which will involve
fixes because the West Indies is hurting, and
Simmons, would be “as independent as posthey want results and they want them fast.”
sible”. Also, that “it would work as quickly
He added, “If we don’t get them, then
and as thoroughly as it can do and when
we probably won’t have time or the opporit reports back that we get the support to
tunity to implement the long-term objecimplement the recommendations as quickly
tives because we’ll all be given our marching
as we possibly can”.
orders, and it will be up to someone else to
Grave’s CWI contract expires in June next
take on this enormous challenge.”
year. Meanwhile, he also indicated that he
At the time, Grave was speaking to the
remains keen to carry on.
way forward for West Indies cricket following
Said Grave: “We’ve just completed the
the failure of the team to reach the Super 12
acquisition of Coolidge Cricket Ground,
phase of the on-going ICC T20 World Cup in
which I think is an amazing facility and
Australia.
long-term investment by [CWI] ...We’ve got
West Indies’ failure to get out of the prea T20 World Cup that we’re hosting in 2024,
Johnny Grave
liminary round after losses to Scotland and Ireland prompted which is an unbelievable opportunity to have a game-changing,
coach Phil Simmons to tender his resignation last month.
transformational moment for West Indies cricket.”
Meanwhile, former pacer Sir Curtly Ambrose told the radio
He added, “ ...It is the opportunity for us to... get resources
programme would always make himself available to serve West from that World Cup that would be outside an extraordinary
Indies cricket should he be asked to replace Simmons.
event within our normal four-year cycle of events. Hosting a
As Sir Curtly noted, his commitment to the West Indies T20 World Cup should be a multi-million dollar injection of
“hasn't changed”.
cash into our system that... would be well needed.”

Akram with first wife, Huma, now deceased

Akram’s fast-paced post-retirement life took a wrong turn

F

ormer Pakistan fast bowler Wasim Akram has revealed
an addiction to cocaine that developed following his
retirement from the game. The revelation was made in
his autobiography, Sultan: A Memoir, which was reported on
last week by the cricket website, Cricbuzz.
In the biography, Akram wrote that he started using cocaine
as “a substitute for the adrenaline rush of competition” of playing cricket. He retired in May 2003 following Pakistan’s disappointing performance in the 50-over World Cup. He took 916
wickets in international cricket, and following his retirement,
did coaching assignments alongside commentary roles.
As Akram wrote in Sultan: A Memoir, “I liked to indulge
myself. I liked to party. The culture of fame in south Asia is all
consuming, seductive, and corrupting. You can go to ten parties
a night, and some do. And it took its toll on me. My devices
turned into vices.”
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He added, “Worst of all, I developed a dependence on
cocaine. It started innocuously enough when I was offered a line
at a party in England; my use grew steadily more serious, to the
point that I felt I needed it to function.”
As Akram noted, addiction changed him so much he began
ignoring his diabetes problem. Also, “It made me volatile. It
made me deceptive,” he wrote.
His first wife Huma “eventually found me out,” saying to him
that he needed help.
“I agreed. It was getting out of hand. I couldn’t control it,”
Akram said. Akram underwent rehab, which he claimed was a
bad experience, and he returned to drug use.
He stopped following Huma’s death in October 2009.
“Huma’s last selfless, unconscious act was curing me of my
drug problem. That way of life was over, and I have never looked
back,” Akram wrote.

Nicholas Pooran

lack of “personal development” is central to the run of
poor form by West Indies players, Sir Andy Roberts
said last week, while at the same time criticising the
coaching staff for a lack of innovation.
Sir Andy’s comments were reported by the Caribbean Media
Corporation following his appearance on Starcom Radio’s Mason
and Guest cricket show in Barbados.
His comments were made following the West Indies’ shock
exit from the ongoing Twenty20 World Cup in Australia.
According to Sir Andy, there is little coaches could do if players were not willing to take responsibility for their own form.
“I have said all the time, my emphasis is not so much on
coaching. My emphasis is on the players improving themselves,
because there is nothing the coach can do if the players cannot
perform,” Sir Andy said.
He added. “I’ve said it more than once – our players need to
embark on personal development. They have to develop their
game.”
West Indies were installed in Group B of an eight-team qualifying series, but failed to get into the top two in order to qualify
for the Super 12s, finishing last on two points.
The team was captained
by Nicholas Pooran. It
crashed to a heavy 42-run
defeat to Scotland in their
opener before rebounding to beat Zimbabwe by
31 runs in their second
match.
Needing to win their
final game against minnows Ireland, West Indies
slumped to a comprehensive nine-wicket loss, to
ignominiously tumble out
of the tournament.
Batter Brandon King,
scored a half-century,
Ricky Skerritt
while no other player
managed an aggregate above 80 runs in the qualifying games.
Prior to the tournament, Sir Andy had said West Indies
would struggle to qualify. He also chided the lack of imagination
shown by the coaching staff led by Phil Simmons.
Said Sir Andy, “The only problem I have with the coaching
staff is that they don’t try anything different. They did the same
thing in all the matches that we played. They used the same
people to open the batting, [and] to open the bowling.”
He added, “You have two players – Kyle Mayers and Akeal
Hosein – opening the bowling in all the matches, and it’s not
working out. So why don’t you try somebody else? Why don’t
you give Alzarri (Joseph) the new ball? Why don’t you give
(Jason) Holder? That’s the only problem I have with the coaching staff… they stick to the same script. You have to try things.”
Simmons tendered his resignation following West Indies’
tumble last month, but will leave the side following the two-Test
series against Australia this month.
Cricket West Indies president, Ricky Skerritt, said a post
mortem of the side’s performance would be carried out on “all
aspects of our World Cup preparation and performance”.
Meanwhile, the cricket website ESPNcricinfo last week reported Pooran saying he has vowed to use the hurt following West
Indies’ first-round exit from the T20 World Cup as “motivation”
to bounce back strongly.
Said Pooran: “Obviously, we don’t know what the future
holds, but we will take it day by day. Again, it was a learning
experience for all of us, and this is our journey, and our story.
Time will tell what will happen, but for now it is just about
focusing on ourselves and how we can get better as individuals.”
He added, “Rest is the ultimate [way to heal], and every
player needs that, but inside it is still hurting as well. I want to
use that hurt as motivation and obviously come back strong.”
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India’s women cricketers are now earning same match fees as men in international games

BCCI moves to equal pay for Indian women

C

entrally-contracted women cricketers on the Indian
team are now earning the same match fees as their male
counterparts for appearances in international matches,
the Board of Control for Cricket in India has said.
The move was reported by the online cricket website ESPNcricinfo last week, which quoted secretary Jay Shah saying it
was in accordance with the BCCI’s new pay equity policy.
Under this policy, the women players, like the men, will earn
[INR] 15 lakh for a Test, six lakh for an ODI, and three lakh for
a T20I. These sums are significantly higher than the flat one lakh
that India women players currently earn for an ODI or T20I appearance, and 2.5 lakh for a Test match.
While describing the move as “the first step towards tackling
discrimination”, Shah thanked the BCCI’s Apex Council for its
support in implementing the move, which he said was a “commitment to our women cricketers”.
There are no changes to the BCCI’s annual retainers for women players. Currently, those in the highest retainer bracket take
home 50 lakh, while Grade B and Grade C are valued at 30 lakh,
and ten lakh respectively.
In comparison, the male cricketers are divided into four cat-

egories, with Grade A+ players taking home [INR] seven crore,
and those in Grades A, B, and C collecting five crore, three crore,
and one crore respectively.
As ESPNcricinfo reported, the BCCI has been engaging with
India’s top women cricketers to work out changes to the annual
retainers. Harmanpreet Kaur, the captain, is believed to have attended a meeting held at the BCCI’s Mumbai headquarters.
Contracts and match fees aside, the inaugural women’s IPL,
which the BCCI formally announced at the Annual General
Meeting last month, is also understood to have been on the
agenda, with the board putting together a process for TV rights
and franchise ownership.
There are also ongoing discussions over whether the league
will follow a draft process, or an auction for the players.
India women have had significant success in recent months.
They followed their silver-medal finish at the 2022 Commonwealth Games in August with a record 3-0 ODI series sweep of
England in England in September. And last month, India beat
Sri Lanka to clinch a record seventh Asia Cup crown in Bangladesh. They are set to host Australia next for five T20Is this
month and in December.

ECB funding increase will see more women players receiving professional spots

England women cricketers get ECB funding boost

E

ngland and Wales are to see a rise of almost 100 professional women cricketers following an increase in funding, the British Broadcasting Corporation reported last

week.
According to the report, the England and Wales Cricket
Board last month announced a £3.5m boost for each of 2023
and 2024.
Each of the eight regional teams will have ten players whose
contracts are funded by the ECB, making 80 in total. Those will
be joined by around 17 centrally contracted England players, to
be announced in the coming weeks.
Some 40 domestic players below the England set-up were
first given contracts by the ECB in 2020, a number that rose to
48 in 2021.
The latest increase will take place in two stages: first to 56,
which took place on November 1, and then the full 80 on 1 February.
The total number of professionals could exceed 100 depending on contracts given out by the regions themselves, with money not provided by the ECB, with ten such deals currently in
place.
The ECB will spend £7m funding the women’s domestic game

23

in 2022, with that figure rising to £10.5m in each of the next two
years. The average yearly salary for a women's regional cricketer
will be £25,000.
Said ECB interim chief executive Clare Connor: “Everyone
within cricket should be immensely proud of the game-changing progress of professional women’s domestic cricket. The significant increase in funding… will not only continue to drive the
performance standards of our domestic players across England
and Wales, giving the women’s game more strength in depth, but
critically, we are creating a more equitable future for women and
girls in our sport.”
Additionally, “As of February there will be nearly 100 professional female cricketers in England and Wales. There were fewer
than 20 before we launched the new regional structure in 2020.”
Meanwhile, England are interviewing head coach candidates
following the departure of Lisa Keightley at the end of the summer. The new coach is set to be in place for the tour of West
Indies at the end of the year, the schedule for which is still to be
confirmed.
Captain Heather Knight, who missed the Commonwealth
Games and series against India with a hip problem, is due to be
fit for the trip.

Wednesday November 02, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
B1 vs A2, 34th Match, Super 12 Group 2,
Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, 02:30 PM
India vs Bangladesh, 35th Match, Super 12
Group 2, Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, 06:30 PM
Thursday November 03, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
Pakistan vs South Africa, 36th Match, Super 12
Group 2, Sydney Cricket Ground, 07:00 PM
Friday November 04, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
New Zealand vs Ireland, 37th Match, Super 12
Group 1, Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, 02:30 PM
Australia vs Afghanistan, 38th Match, Super 12
Group 1, Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, 06:30 PM
Spain Triangular T20I Series, 2022-2023
Italy vs Germany, 1st Match, Desert Springs
Cricket Ground, Almeria, 10:00 AM
Italy vs Germany, 2nd Match, Desert Springs
Cricket Ground, Almeria, 02:00 PM
Saturday November 05, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
England vs Sri Lanka, 39th Match, Super 12
Group 1, Sydney Cricket Ground, 07:00 PM
Spain Triangular T20I Series, 2022-2023
Spain vs Italy, 3rd Match, Desert Springs
Cricket Ground, Almeria, 10:00 AM
Spain vs Germany, 4th Match, Desert Springs
Cricket Ground, Almeria, 02:00 PM
Sunday November 06, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
South Africa vs Netherlands, 40th Match, Super
12 Group 2, Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, 10:30 AM
Pakistan vs Bangladesh, 41st Match, Super 12
Group 2, Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, 02:30 PM
India vs Zimbabwe, 42nd Match, Super 12
Group 2, Melbourne Cricket Ground, 07:00 PM
Spain Triangular T20I Series, 2022-2023
Spain vs Germany, 5th Match, Desert Springs
Cricket Ground, Almeria, 10:00 AM
Spain vs Italy, 6th Match, Desert Springs
Cricket Ground, Almeria, 02:00 PM
Wednesday November 09, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, 1st Semi-Final, Sydney Cricket
Ground, Sydney, 07:00 PM
Thursday November 10, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, 2nd Semi-Final, Adelaide Oval,
Adelaide, 06:30 PM
Sunday November 13, 2022
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, Final, Melbourne Cricket Ground,
Melbourne, 07:00 PM
Thursday November 17, 2022
England tour of Australia, 2022
Australia vs England, 1st ODI, Adelaide Oval,
Adelaide, 01:50 PM
Friday November 18, 2022
India tour of New Zealand, 2022
New Zealand vs India, 1st T20I, Sky Stadium,
Wellington, 07:30 PM
Saturday November 19, 2022
England tour of Australia, 2022
Australia vs England, 2nd ODI, Sydney Cricket
Ground, Sydney, 02:20 PM
Sunday November 20, 2022
India tour of New Zealand, 2022
New Zealand vs India, 2nd T20I, Bay Oval,
Mount Maunganui, 07:30 PM
Tuesday November 22, 2022
India tour of New Zealand, 2022
New Zealand vs India, 3rd T20I, McLean Park,
Napier, 07:30 PM
England tour of Australia, 2022
Australia vs England, 3rd ODI, Melbourne
Cricket Ground, Melbourne, 02:20 PM
Friday November 25, 2022
India tour of New Zealand, 2022
New Zealand vs India, 1st ODI, Eden Park,
Auckland, 02:30 PM
Afghanistan tour of Sri Lanka, 2022
Sri Lanka vs Afghanistan, 1st ODI, Pallekele
International Cricket Stadium, 02:30 PM
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

647-894-0764

Mississauga For Sale $1,588,000

SO

LD

Location!
Location! Pride
of ownership
move-in ready
detached 4+1
spacious bdrms,
4 washrooms
on quiet
street. Freshly
painted, 6
parking spaces,
hardwood floors, LED lighting, W/O to an
entertaining deck & beautiful landscaped backyard
w/exquisite seasonal floral gardening. Sep entrance
to newly reno open concept bsmt w/custom kitchen,
quartz countertop, potlights, porcelain tiles, vinyl
floor & much more. Close to major hwys & all
amenities. Walking distance to Square One.

For Sale
$999,900

Family Friendly
SOLD
Neighbourhood,
$350,100
Walking
OVER
Distance
ASKING
To Schools
PRICE
& Parks.

Etobicoke

Omnis Insurance

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

437-235-7599

Oshawa For Sale $824,900

FOR SALE HALIBURTON $584,999

Location! Location! Location!
Fully reno. 3+1 bdrms, 2 full
bthrm (+1 half bthrm) in family
friendly neighbourhood in the
lakeview area of Oshawa. Main
flr has: hardwood floors thruout, open concept w/upgraded
ktchn w/ large eat-in island,
granite countertops & all new S/S appls (2022). Open
concept lvngrm flows seamlessly to private backyard w/
deck. Bsmt has engineered laminated flooring thru-out, large
open concept lvng/rec. area, bdrm w/ private ensuite (2022),
sep. laundry area w/brand new washer & dryer (2022).
Upper flr has 3 large-sized bdrms w/full bath (2022), close
to all amenities; walking distance to schools, parks, trails &
shopping. Short drive to the beach. Don't miss opportunity to
own one of the few detached homes in this neighbourhood.

Welcome to one of
highlands east, fully
renovated (2010)
three bedrooms allseason cottage with
one full washroom,
open concept
dining/kitchen, &
living area with wood fireplace & potlights. Relax on two
huge decks and enjoy nature’s beauty at your doorsteps.
This spacious lot offers lots of parking spaces, 1 fully
insulated natural pine bunkie, lots of storage spaces (5
sheds), and beautiful landscaping with a firepit. Steps
to Tamarack lake for swimming, fishing, and canoeing.
Minutes to the town of Gooderham.

Oshawa For Sale $719,990
Location! Location! Location! Beautiful raised semi in a
highly sought after neighbourhood in Oshawa. The main
floor features a large living combined w/ dining, 2 large
bedrooms & 1 fully upgraded washroom. The kitchen
features a large island
with quartz countertops
throughout. The lower floor
features; the laundry room, a
large recreation room, 1 full
fully upgraded washroom &
primary bedroom with lots
of light! The washrooms features quartz countertops &
upgraded fixtures! Huge driveway able to fit up to 3 cars.
Close to all amenities, 401/412/407, shopping, places of
worship, walking trails, parks & much more...

CityPointe Heights
starting @ High 400s

& Investment Solutions Inc.

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Located at The Gore Road and Queen
St E., CityPointe Heights is a new
condominium community connected
to three of the GTA’s most beloved
cities. Your favourite - and soon-to-be
favourite - Brampton, Toronto, and
Vaughan locations are very close
to home. Discover two of the fastest
growing cities in the Greater Toronto
Area, and why with each passing
year, they have more to offer.

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

 eeton Village is a new townhouse Beeton Village
B
& single family home dev. by
Flato Developments Inc now in
pre-construction at 6491 8 Line,
New Tecumseth. It has a total of
135 units from 1620 to 3187 sq ft &
offers more than a quiet getaway:
a hometown feeling you have to
experience for yourself. All built
with a level of craftsmanship &
consistency that you’ve come to expect from FLATO®
Developments. Here, signature country living melds
seamlessly with carefully laid out floorplans to create
a community that is both sophisticated & convenient,
modern yet respectful of Beeton’s heritage.

$949,000

TAB

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

Narrative Condos

Starting
From Low

$300s

24

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Essa For Lease $2,995

Beautiful 4 bedrooms, 4 washrooms, 2 storey home located in the quiet
neighbourhood of Angus. Minutes to Barrie. Open concept main floor w/
walkout to fenced backyard. Finished basement with rec room, full washroom
& laundry area. Large driveway w/ 4 parking spots. Walking distance to trails
& parks. Stainless steel apps, recently upgraded w/ pot-lights & led lighting
& much more. All light fixtures, fridge, stove, dishwasher, washer & dryer,
central air-conditioning, hot water tank, furnace, & garage door opener.

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

It all begins at 7437 Kingston Road – a unique project set against
the backdrop of both nature and the city. Located on Kingston
Road, adjacent to Rouge and Port Union, The Narrative offers
the perfect balance of nearby green space, a diverse and
welcoming community, nearby amenities, and easy access to
the heart of Toronto via the 401.
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Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

